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Abstract
This thesis is a bird's eye view of the history of Paul Band First nation in the

yean 1893-1923 with a focus on schooling and gender.
In P I first of all, drawing mainly on primary sources. trace the history of Paul

Band as far back as possible in an attempt to discover if the people had been
wtiere they are now located in Alberta for a very long time or if they were
relatively recent arrivais. I also attempt to distinguish them from other Stoney
groups. From the available information it would appear aiat they are Woods

-

Stoney -hunters, trappers and fishers of the forests and lake and always have

been.
Next 1 take a look ai Paul Band schooling for the years 1893 to 1923. These

years may seem arbitrary but to my mind represent a specific phase in their
schooling experience. It is marked at the beginning by the first Paul Band
schooling and at the end by the demise of the boarding and industrial schools

and the emergence of the residential schools in 1923, beginning another era.
This chapter draws on a combination of primary, secondary, and oral history
sources.
Finaliy, I etternpt a descriptive analysis of the relationship between gender and
schooling in which I focus on the schoaling of the native girls and wmen of
Paul Band, while not leaving out the boys and men entirely. I use theoretical
sources for my discussion of gender, and the schooling experiences provided
by Paul Band girls and women.

-

Each of these topics the general history of Paul Band. the history of Paul Band
schooling, and the analysis of gender and schooling with respect to Paul Band

- should be seen as rnerely beginnings for further research.
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Chapter One
Schooling In Paul Band, 1893-1923
lntroductfon
Ithink that there is a lot to learn from history. History gives us a sense of identity
and direction. 'ln preserving the collective past and reinterpreting A to the
present. human beings define their potential and explore the limits of their
possbiiiiies. We leam from the past not only what people before us did and
thought and intended, but we also leam how they failed and errednt
My interest in history stems back to high school but it was not until university that

I was able to go into it in more depth. lt was then that I started to think about the

history of Paul Band. After graduating with a Bachelor of Arts degree in history
in 1973 1 carne home and told my father, who was then chief of Paul Band. that

we needed to know more about ourselves and the group we belonged to. Who
were we and where did we come from? He becme very interested himself in
findîng out more about the history of Paul Band and he decided to give me a
hand.
My father conducted taped inte~ews
with five of the eldest members, that is,

people 65 years old and over, and with five others who were between 60 and
65 years of age. He wrote down what they said. He also listed in chronological

order various leaderships of Paul Band spanning a twenty-year period and

wrote about their efforts and progress at self-government. This included the
programs they got hold of ove?those years from the Deparbnent of lndian Affairs

and their management of them. When he was done he handed everything over
That was ki
to me and said, "We have done our paft to give you a start. Do kW
19756. But by then Ihad gotten a teaching certificate and was on my first

teaching assignment, so I put the Paul Band project aside. However, ilwas
alwayç in the back of my mind and Iknew that eventually Iwould embark upon it

because aie desire and interest have always been there.

Establlshlng the Remaich
When I first entered a Master's degree program I laiew right away what I wanted

-

to do to follow up this wodc of rny father and write a history of Paul Band.
However, as 1 moved doser to il I realized it would be too broad a topic for a
work of this scope. and that such an arnbitious project would have to wait a bit

longer still. That is when I starteci thinking about al1 the different areas in Paul
Band history Icould focus on for a thesis. It was not dœicult
to figure out. I

dedded on native education which was of particular interest to me belng a
native teacher and all, and having taught in native communities in Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Quebec as well as in the two native alternative sdiools in
Edmonton.
After scanning the voluminous material on native schooling my enthusiasm
began to wane because the picture Igot was one of complet8 domination end
oppression. mat picture seemed one-sided to me, however true ilmight purport

to be. If that is the way it truly was for everyone then I really had nothing to say

or add to it The history of schooling is, after all, welbknown and welC
docurnented.
I feff rather aimless and only haff interested as I went out and intervieweci ten

people both men and women from Paul Band about their schooling
experiences in the Edmonton Residential School and the St Albert one
between the years 1923 and 1950 approximatety. I did not discover anything
new under the sun that had not already been written about realiy, except that
there was not much bittemess expressed which punled me. The women, in
particular, seemed not to have minded it at al1 and even put a velue on its
practical aspects. I wondered how that could be since all the men viewed t as a
negative experience to a grsater or lesser degree. As a matter of fact, one of my
male informants told me that he thougM they (the school) used him too much for
work and that he got behind in his schoolwork * It then accurred to me that their

schooling experiences were not the same. at ieast not accordlng to their
perceptions. It seemeâ that it was the women who enjoyed tt and got the moat
out of it. It was not supposed to happen like that Schooling was established for
boys because ilwas expected that they would be the only or main

breadwinners. Anyway my interest was greatly renewed because Iknew then

-

what I wanted to focus on native women's education in the past as it pertained

to Paul Band. but within an understanding of the whole situation of schooling for

the Band.
Having et last sefected an area of interest I started asking questions. Who went
to school and M a t schools did they attend? How did the sdiooling of the
women dier from that of the men? What were the factors that influenced the
type of schooling they received? What has such schooling meant for them

individually and collectively? Did women ever seek schooling for themselves or
just put up with it?

However, there has not been much work done on the education of native
women. They have been subsumed under native education which has not
given native women's ducation due attention. While the history of native

education or schooling tells us much about the cultural oppression that took
place in the residential schools in particular it does not tell us much about the
gender oppression native women faced and how they dealt with it. It has been
'hidden from history' as they say, and the reason it has been 'hidden from
history' is because it was not an issue then. That is, notions of gender were so
taken for granted as to be thought of as haturai' or 'Godinade.' Nevertheless, it
needs to be uncovered and interpreted because no matter how taken for
gmteâ notions of gender were in Canada at the time, there is no doubt that

gender played a major role in the way native schools were run and the type of
schooling native boys and girls received. Indeed. it can be said that their
--

'J.R. Miller, ShrngwauKs Y

Toronto Press, 1996): 217.

i :A Misfoty oilllefive R e s W Schookr (TorwiBP: Univusity d

schooling served to further generate and perpetuate gender inequalities in
native society. By preparing native girls for future roles as mothers, wives and
homemakers and for using them as domestic servants in the residenthl
schools, these schools may have seriously impinged upon their traditional roles

in aieir native society which extended beyond the domestic or private sphere to
other work well beyond the home.
However. it was not just gender they had to contend with. There was also race
and class which must be included in any discussion of gender if there is to be a
proper understanding of the realities of their experience. To ignore either or
both would be to distort the picture. Race as we all know was really at the
bottom of it all. Native people were regarded as morally and intellectuaily

inferior and. therefore, in need of protection and civilization and
Christianization. This was to be accomplished primarily through schooling.
Women, especially, who were long regarded by rnissionaries in particular as
having too much sexual freedom were in need of rescuing and protection. With
regard to class, soda1 mobility was virtually non-existent. Their schooling did
not provide them with the means and wherewithal to find jobs in the Canadian
economy let alone climb the social ladder.

In this thesis then Iwould like to take a look at the schooling experiences of the
children of Paul Band First Nation between the years 1893 and 1923, and
examine the ways in which gender along with race and class influenced th&
schooling, and to the extent that it is possible, discuss how it impacted on their
lives, that is, how they perceivecl, undersfood and acted on their experiences.
That is what I would like to ge?a pictuf0 of.

Kathleen Weiler, Women Teaching h r Change: Gender, Class 8 Power (Wssachus8tt6:Bergin
8 Ganrey Pubüshen, Inc., 1988): 50.51.
John L Tobii, Piotectioii,CkiiloaSion. AssimiWin: An O u t h H ' i d Canada's lndlen
Pdicÿ in IankL G e t t y a n d m ~ b SL. u s s i e r , e d s A s ~ f f i ~ S u n S ~ Water
and
Wwa.A Rmderh Canadi Neove M è s (Vancouver: Univedy of British Cdumbia Press,
1983): 39-43.
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Ichose the time perkd, 1û93 1923 ramer oian 1923 to 1950 for a number d

salient reasms. First, it marks the beginning of Paul Band Fkst Natlon. The
resewe was officiaDy formed h the fall of 1891 under the name White M a l e
Lake' which was later changed to Wabamun Lake lndian Reservation. Paul was

the headman at the t h e so they narned the band after him, though he was not

the first It was his brother lronhead who first led them there in tW&1 according
to the govemment documents. He died before the official fonation of aie
resewe. So the name of the resenm is Wabamun Lake and the narne of the
band is Paul; however, no one ever refers to ilas Wabamun Lake lndian
Reservation. They al1 cal1 it Paul Band.
Second, this time period also marks the beginning of schooling for Paul Band
which took place on two fronts. The one was the day schod wtiich opened in
the summer of 1893 under the auspices of the Methodist Church wîth the
resident missionary in charge. The other was the Red Deer Industrial School
which opened in the autumn of the same year also under the auspices of the
Methodist Church.
Third. it was a period of exprimentation filled with high expectations and

opttmism for the first decade or so followed by doubt and reduced expectations

on aie part of the governrnent and church before the midway point of the period
under study. By the tirne Paul Band got its resenre in 1891 the industrial schods
out west were in full swing, and more were being built like the one at Red Deei.
The goal was to tum native students out as effectively and efficiently as possible
to take aieir place in Canadian society; however, the schools plagued by
recruitment, attendance, discipline, health and financial problerns fell far short of
this apparently lofty goal. The governrnent feeling that they were not getting
enough retums for the large amount of rnoney they were putting out for these

schools and reaI'iUng for the first time th% the native people were hem to stay
began hcreasingly to tum their attention to the dey schools. Day schools were

a lot cheaper to operate though no more successful as iltumed out. They. too,
were plagued es were the industrial schools by attendance and other
problerns? In any case.a major reorganization by the govemment in 1910
brought with it a new goal which was to prepare native students for life and work
Shamelessîy rewriting history, Scott contended that 'it was never the
policy, nor the end and aim of the endeavour to transfonn the Ind'm hto
a white man.' Now, the departmentis view of Hs educational objectives
for residential school was that they were intended 'to develop the great
naturai intelligence of the race and to fit the lndian for civiliied life in his
own environment'
Fourai, during this time period the traditionai economic resaurces in Paul Band
were still sufficiently abundant to enable the people to obtain a fairly good
Iivelihood. That is. they were still eble to live quite well by Ming, hunting and
trapping.
And finally, it was a period which saw the demise of the boarding and industrial

schools. the disappearance and reappearance of the day school, and the
emergence of the residential sdrool in 1923 which marks another era in native
schoolinghducation. It differed from the previous perlod with respect to
attendance and the enforcement of it That is. attendance legislation was put in
place and enforced using whatever measures were fett to be necessary
including the appointment of truant officers. The amendments to the lndian Act

h 192û made education compulsory for all students between aie ages of seven
and frfteen and gave the department the power to take diildren of school age

away from their parents and put them in residential schwls and othemise
enforce attendance at day çchools as well. 'O

The department is thus enabled to establish a system of compulsoiy
education at both day and residential schools. Prior to the passing of
these amendments the Act did not give the Govemor in Council power
to make regulations enforcing the residence and attendance of lndian
children at residential schools, as the department could only commit to
a residential school when a day school is provided, and the child does
not attend.
Indeed, one of my informants from this later period commented on this aspect of
compulsory schooling in this way: '1 was told that if I did not go to school my

'*

dad would be thrown in jail so I wentm

Such was not the case during the period under study. For most of those years
the schools were severely plagued by recniitment and attendance problems

and had only the parents' cooperation to rely on. More often than not parents
were unwilling to part with their children for any length of time; only those the
missionaries could persuade attended.
Methodology
The disciplinary context of this study is primarily historical but the study dfaws

on anthropological and sociological perspectives where appropriate. The
objective is to gain an understanding of schooling on Paul Band with particular
attention to gender and other social factors- To obtain an understanding of the
relationship of gender and schooling I have identifid the relevant factors
pertaining to the schooling experiences of Paul Band girls and women within a
particular time frame and in the context of particular circumstances.
In my writing I have employed a combination of the three basic techniques of
description. narrative and analysis, sornetimes altemathg them; sometimes

fusing them more throughout the text. For instance. I have used description and
nanative for The Historical Development of Paul Band Schooling.' to set the
scene and put the relevant events in some kind of order. But in the section.
%ender and Schding.' l refy mainly on analysis in an attempt to elucidate the
connectedness of the relevant events occumng as well as laying bare aie
workîngs of the schools.
My sources of data are primary materials, secondary works and oral history
evidence. The primary sources are mainly govemment documents known as
Annual Reports of the Deputment of Indian Affiirs 1880-1930. They are reports
on the Mate of affairs on resewes induding social and economic conditions as
well as educatlon. I have treated these reports not as ordinary reports but as
parts of the administrative and policy-making process of the department of
lndian Affairs and therefore have not questioned their reliability much. In any

case the bias inherent in these reports is of historical signifcance in that it
reflects the thinking of the times toward native people. For the history of Paul
Band Ihave included reports of early travelers and explorers like Alexander
Henry the Younger who sojoumed with a group of Assinboines. an unpublished
manuscript by John Laurie on the Stoney lndians of Alberta (Glenbow
Archives), as well as works of anthropology on the Assiniboine.
Secondary works include J.R. Miller's SHINGWAUK'S VISION: A History of
Native Residential Schools. It is the most recent and most comprehensive work
on the residential schod system thus far, and I have relied on it quite heavily to
fiIl in the gaps left in the govemment records.

E. Brian Tiley's essays on specific
native schools have b e n most helpful especially the one on Red Deer
Industrial School because of its connection to Paul Band. Two of Dr. R.

Carnefs papers on residential schools were of special interest to the study. The

one paper titled uAboriginalResiâential Schools Before Confederation: The
Early Experiencewserves as a prelude to aboriginal schooling after

Confederation. It identifies the continuities and discontinuities of aboriginal
schooling prior to 1867 which are often ignored in studies of native schooling
but which are nevertheless part of the continuum of native schooling. Although

the paper centres on the schooling activities of the Catholic Church, mention is

also made of the Methodist Church and the role it played in native residential
schoding at this time. The Methodists had established Mount Elgin and
Aldewille residential schools in Ontario prior to Confederation.
Sornething else Ifound interesting in this paper is Camey's contention that
aboriginal boarding schools are not to be equated with the nineteenth-century

industrial or reformatory school because aie idea behind them was not the
same. While the environments of aboriginal boarding schools were spartan

and highly structured, they were not designed for, nor did they take in,
delinquent youth or children who had committed criminal offences.
Misconceptions about the term mindustrialschoor may be because of the
several meanings given it in the nineteenth ~entury?~
The other paper titled Residential Schooling at Fort Chipewyan and Fort

Resolution 1874-1974" offers a different perspective on native residential
s~hoollng.'~
It examines the 'Nativewildemess equatim' and its application to
the residential schools at Fort Chipewyan and Fort Resolution over this period
of tirne. The concept of the 'Na-wildemess

equation" was prernised on the

belief that hunting and trapping and fishing would continue as the way of life
and therefore only schooling of a minimal sort was necessary. Accordingly,
schooling provided only minimal reading, writing and arithmetic skills
encouraging and supporthg the traditional way of life. This schooling
arrangement continued well into the twentieth century until govemment policies
based on the concept of permanent settlernent necessitateci changes.
l3 Robert Cemey. 'Aboriginal Residentiai e<Schods Befm Confederdm: The Eady Gcperienceg
A Paul A Wor, ed. CCHA, H.ri'iCalÇbcTks, 61. (Tbronîo, Ontano: CCHA, 1995), lm.
Roben Camey. "ResidenW Scboding at h
t Chipewyrmand Fbct Resalutiosil874-1974"in Raymond
HriJ cd WWIIL Ob- Stdics 2. (Qpeenstosr,'Ibe EdwSn M d h Prcsa 1992), 115-138.

"

9

I found the 'Native-wildemess equation' to be an interesting concept and could

draw a parallel to the Paul Band situation to an extent Paul Band was also still
very much into the hunting, trapping and fishing way of life during the period
undet study. Th8 difference was that schooling in Paul Band was largely a side

issue because it did not seek to maintain the traditional econorny as it did in the
noRh. Indeed. schooling in Paul Band in no way reflected their way of liie as it
did and does in most societies. Schooling sought to replace the native culture
with the Euro-Canadian culture in as short a tirne as possible.
In general P can be said that cultural replacement was the main strategy the
govemment followed in its dealings with the native people of Canada. This is
opposite to what the sociologist, David Nock in bis book, A Vicfonan M i ' m a r y
and Canadian Indian Policy: Cu&uml Synthesis vs CuRumral Replacement ternis

cultural synüiesis. According to No&,

CUltural synthesis should be 'iedefined

as

a policy of cultural adaptation that encourages the synthesis of two cultures, that
retains elements of both, and that encourages the voluntary bonowing and
adaptation by the weaker culural ~ystern.''~
Cultural replacement seeks to
assimilate minority groups while cultural synthesis seeks to maintain a separate
Mentity and political autonomy for rninority groups?
While the govemment followed a strategy of cultural replacement or what others

would refer to as a policy of assimilation in the case of Paul Band as with most
other First Nations, Paul Band was able to continue to maintain a separate
identity and to remain autonornous economically at

for sorne time after the

signing of Treaty Six and the suwey of the reserve. There were several reasons
why they were able to continue to do so which I discuss In rny account of the

history of Paul Band and the historical development of Paul Band schooling
fumer on. But perhaps another mason which I do not raise in these accounts is
that lndian agents were not afways around or around enough to strictiy enforce

al1 govemment policies on resenres. In the case of Paul Band the lndian Agency

was located at the ptesent day Enoch Band near Edmonton so the lndian agent

was not around on a day to day basis. If the lndian agent had lived on or doser
to the reserve t might have been a different story.
For a study of day schools I have used Ken Coates' article on day schools in the
Yukon as well as other articles and essays found in volumes on native
ducation. I have also tumed to the works of feminists in history and sociology
to give me a grounding in the concept of gender and the issues surrounding it.
These include Joan Scott's 'Oender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis,"
Sylvia Van Kirk's Toward a Feminist Perspective in Naüve History.' Gerda
Lemer's The Creation of Patriarchy and Kathleen Weiler's Women Teaching

For Change: Gender, Class & Power.
The oral history evidence consists of data from inteMews whidi were
conducted by my father on my behalf. In these interviews an unstructured
approach was used with some of the informants in which they were asked to tell
what they knew in general about the history of Paul Band. That is they were
asked, how it came to be fomed. which people were here then. how Paul Band

got its name and so m. With others a more semi-structured approach was used
in which they were asked about specific topics such means of livelihood, native
religion, other aspects of native culture and schooling. Ail of these interviews
were conducted in either Cree or Stoney depending on the preferences of the
informants. Sorne of these interviews

were taped and transcribed, some were

left as is, and some were recorded in hand-written teld.
The inteMews I conducted for a more recent period (19234950) do not figure

much in this piece of wnüng except for the occasional cornparison and
providing me with a larger context to schooling on the reserve. Nonetheless I
would like to comment on the way I conducted the intewiews. I used what may
be temed an unstrudured approach. I invited the informants to recount their

schooling expedences focusing on what they leamed and how that learning
todc place and so on with as latle interruption as possible. I also gave them as

much time as they needed, in some cases, golng back for a second or third
time. Oniy one is taped. In both sets of interviews,

the ones conducted on my

behalf and the ones 1 conduded, proper care and procedures were taken to
inform the participants of the nature of the study and to obtain their consent.

Oral history is oral reminiscence, that is, We first-hand iecolledions of people
interview& by a histoiian.' The problems associateci wiV, oral history have not
only to do with the way the researcherhistorian cunducts the projet2 and th8
effect his presence has on the informant, but have mainly to do with the
reliability of informants' accounts.
For not even the informant is in direct touch with the past His or her
mernories, however precise and vivid, are filtereû through subsequent
experience. fhey may be contaminated by what has been ebsorbed
from other sources (especially the media); they rnay be oveMd by
nostalgia (Wmes were gooâ then'), or dlstorted by e sense of grievance
about deprivation in childhood which only took root in later M d 7
However, these shortcomings do not mean that oral history does not count for
anything or cannot be useful. It is done al1the time anyway. Rather if it is to

make its full contribution it mus?be critically evaluated and used in combination

-

with a l other sources on the subject matter? That is what I have tri& to do to

check them out against the other sources perîaining to Paul Band schooling for
the perlod under study. The point here is that considering the paucity of native

writing or lad< of in preliterate native sacieties inte~ewingthem about their past
is almost the only way to get any Information. This in itseff makes them

extremely important sources. In rny view they rank right up there with the other
sources and are the basis of many of rny observations and comrnents.

Concepts of Gender
At this point I would like to cfanfymy usage of the temi 'TgendeP and present

some of the feminist theoretical perspectives that have infomed this study.
Gender refers to Wie social organkation of the relationship between the sexes."
tg

In its current usage it is used as a substitute for 4vomenmin titles and topics

because it sounds more scholarly, neutral and objective.

s e n d e f as a

substitut8 for %mrnenmis also used to suggest that information about women is

necessarily information about men, that one implies the study of the ~ t h e r . ' ~
That is, women and men define each other and can only be properly

understood when analysed in relationship to one another, or in relational ternis.
Gender also refers to the social relations between men and women

- me

entirely social creation of ideas about appropriate roles for women and men.'=
In short, Pender is a category of analysis that refers to the social construction of

sexw It can be used to study the lives of either sex but not necessarily both at
the same time.

"

Gender is a social or cuitural construct. All one has to do is take a look at

different cultures or societies to see that behaviours considered masculine in
one culture or society may be considered ferninine in another and vice versa.
That is, what is considered men's work in one culture may be considered
women's work in another and sa on. Take the Seneca in historical times for
example. In their society, it was the women who were the agriculturalists. The
Quaker rnissionaries who came into contact with thern did not agree with this
and attempted to change it as part of a civilking scheme. They felt that it should
be the men who should be the agriculturalists and the women udomesticated

dependents.' The Seneca were able to resist these plans, but what is
particulariy regrettable is that Seneca women were denied access to European
agricuitural technology which they were interested in utilizing, simply because
this was not deemed an appropriate occupation for ~ o m e n ' .Such
~ an
interference. however well-intentioned, might have had disastrous
consequences had not the Seneca women been able to resist successfully as
they did.
With respect to the question of gender and schooling there are a variety of

ferninist perspectives. Liberal feminists, foi example. are concemed about
achievhg equal opportunity and equal relations with men 'arguing that one's

sex should be irrelevant to one's chances for mobility. choice, and penonal
fulfillment.'~ Focusing on sex bias and sex stereotyping in schools. liberal
feminists search out and document sexist practices and sexist instructional
materials, both hidden and overt in schools. Their aim is to refom practices,
teas and policies to make Iife better for all.
While liberal feminism has made a major contribution to the question of the
relationship of gender and schooling. it has serious shortcomings. It not only
failç to place the studies within a social and economic contex! but ignores ciass.
By ignoring class ilfails to address the differences in experiences of gender

between those of middleclass origin and those of working class origin.
While the strength of the liberal perspective lies in its documentation of
gender discrimination and the analysis of specific sexist texts and
practïces, its lack of social or economic analysis limits its abUity to
explain the origins of these practices or the ways in which other
structures of puwer and control affect what goes on within schools. Its
lack of class analysis leads to a blurring of what actually happens in

schools as individuais are described only in ternis of their gender and
are not viewed in tems of their class or race location as welLP
In short, this perspective does not give much attention to social class and race. It
is narrowly focused on classroom texb and practices, and assumes that refon
in these areas will lead to better and equal relations? It ignores the complex

ways in which gender is constructeci. Thus, it is of limited analytic value in aie
study of aie schooling of Paul Band girls and women.
The socialist feminists, on the 0 t h hand, have a much wider perspective. They

consider the categories of gender and class and , increasingfy, race too as
basic to the understanding of the complexity and construction of gender. They
believe that schooling is tied to capitalism and that capitalism and patriarchy are

They 'study how material
closely connected and reinforce one anotherW2@
conditions, particularîy the sexual division of labor, shape gender relations?
Socialist ferninist reproduction theorists, for example, look at the ways in which
schooling reproduces gender inequalities and oppression. Fundamental to this
perspective is the view that womenpsoppression with respect to their work in üie

home and in the labour force is reproduced through the process of sch~oling.~
That is, sexist texts and classroom practices functlon ideologically to reinforce
women's oppression. amcialstate educational policies are examineâ for th&
overt and hidden assumptions about women and their 'proper' role in the
economyWe In short, they are concemed wrth Vie ways in which schools
function 30 prepare girls to accept their role as low paid or unpaid workers in
capitali~m.~

The shortcorning in this perspective lies in its failure to consider =agencyand

the production of meaning on the part of girls and women in schoolsmaThat is,
it fails to consider girls and women as agents capable of resisting oppressive
practices and ideological messages in schools. The picture it paints is one of
complete domination and oppression kind of like the way native education
gets portrayed with the native students as passive vidirns. This is not to deny
that the schooling experiences of native students were largely negative, but to
point out that in portraying native students in this fashion it totally ignores and
disregards individual experiences and successes. Such an approach. for
instance, does not consider how native girls and women negotiated structures
to get the most out of their sdiooling and why.

-

Because of these Iimlations, some feminists have tumed to concepts of
resistance and cuitural production to examine girls' and women's experiences
theorists are concemed with the ways in which both
in s c h ~ o l sProduction
.~

individuals and classes assert their own experiences and cuntest or resist the
ideological and material forces irnposed upon them in a variety of settings."
Feminist production aieorists maintain that both men and women are capable of
resisting oppression and domination; however, women are not only oppressed
by class but by sexisrn." and in the case of native girls and women, of racism as

well. fherefore. their way of resisting will be different from that of men?
'Moreover, schooling may have a different meaning for them than it has for boys
of their same class or race.- Indeed, il appears that the women of Paul Band
perceived their schooling differently from the men, and that they may have
gotten more out of ilat least in the short nin.

These various feminist perspectives have influenced my thinking and approach
to this study though I make no pretension of adhering to any paiticular one nor

do I try to apply any one of them in any systematic fashion. l wite with an
awareness of them. Also, 1 do think that 5Ne must try to understand the
construction of gender within specific historical and social sitesm
What follows nexi is an abbreviated history of Paul Band which is intended to

serve as a necessary background to the study.

Chapter Two

General History of Paul Band
Paul Band has a cunent rnernbership of just over 1,400 people the majority of
whom are Stoney and the remainder Cree. They lie on Wabmun Lake Indkn

Resewation located some KI kilornetres west of the city of Edmonton. (See
map.) During the historic period. they were in contact with many different

cuitures, allies and enemies allke, but were still able to maintain an identity that
separated them from other Stoney andlor Assiniboine owing perhaps to
differences in cultural adaptations.

The Stoney have always been known collectively by the Cree term
'Assiniboine' the first part of which means '&one8in the Cree language. They
were known to themselves as only Nakoda meaning the people, the generous
ones. In Saskatchewan and Montana. they are still referred to as Assiniboine
but here in Alberta they are called Stoney which is merely a cormpted fonn of
the name. Afthough they al1 speak a common Siouan language, there are
differences in aie dialects spoken between the groups in Alberta and also
between those in Alberta and those in Saskatchewan and Montana.
The Assiniboine had apparently split from the YanMonnai Dakota before the
advent of any European. Following a schism between two factions, a segment
broke away and rnoved to the area around Lake Nipigon and Lake of the

Woods. There they became known as Assiniboine meaning People who cook
with Stones.' They lin& a hole in the ground with a paunch or hide to which
they added water and pieces of meat. Then they threw in rd-hot Stones from a
near-by fire to boit the water and cook the meat. This rnethod from which they

derived their name was by no means peculiar to them. Others were known to
cook meat in this fashion as well but the name stuck.

In historical times the Assiniboine from whom the Stoney sprang occupied
dong with the Cree central and southem Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

However, archaeological evidence indicates that the Assiniboine and Cree may
have been late arrivals in this region. Hlady suggests that the Assiniboine and
Cree were at Lod<port, Manitoba as early as 1ûW AD. and that they pushed
westward thereafter. The Jesuits who provide the earliest documentafy
reference to the Assiniboine place thern in the vicinity of Lake Nipigon in the
early seventeenth century?' Jenness places them around Lske Nipigon and
Lake of the Woods prior to the seventeenth century?
Prior to the establishment of the Hudson's Bay Company in 1670, the
Assiniboine and the Cree became allies and were involved in the "OttawaIndiamFrench' trade as the main suppliers of fur? Throughout the rest of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. the Assiniboine and Cree were the
central figures in the fur trade involving the Hudson's Bay Company.
Wth the acquistion of the gun and assumption of the fur trade
middleman role by the Cree, the allied Cree and Assiniboine extended
their territories westward and northward until they carne to include part
of the northern forests and most of the plains and grove belt zone from
Lake Winnipeg to the headwaters of the Norîh Saskatchewan,
southward to below Missouri. The acquisition of the horse first by the
Assiniboine, and through thern by the Cree, cemented the
interdependence of the Cree and Assiniboine as they moved ont0 the
plainsu
Through their role as sole middlemen they were able to negotiate the ternis of
trade and control the rate of material cuitural change,& but not for long. Before

the end of the eighteenth century the Assiniboine and Cree middlemen found
themselves being bypassed. Fur resources were being rapidly depleted and the
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Hudson's Bay Company following its rival. the North West Company moved into

the interior after 1773 to establish trading relations wioi other Indian groups.
Pnor to this the Assiniboine along wHh their Cree allies were invohred mainly in
canying fun to the Hudson's Bay Company posts on the Hudson Bay. Now they

were forced to acquire their own fun and take them down to trade at the varkus
posts that had sprung up. However. as Viey were no longer as skilful at trapping
as those in the woodlands who continu& this adMty. they had to lad<
elsewhere to obtain the European goods which they had corne to depend on so
heavily. Fortunately for tbem the huge provision requirements of the trading
posts opened up a new opportunity which they seired. Wth the exception of
those living in the &lands

north of the North Saskatchewan River, most of

the Assiniboine and Cree began to take on the important role of provisionen for

at least some tirne?

In their role as provisioners. the Assiniboine becarne very troublesame. They
often threatened to cut off provisions if the terms of trade were not to aieir
satisfaction or to prevent other lndian groups from coming to trade at the posts.
They effectively cut off food supplies by setting fire to the area around a post in
the fall 'Yo prevent the bison from approaching them during the winter season."
In this way they continued to have an upper hand in the fur trade. In time as they

became preoccupied with hunting buffalo dl year round end with that animal
providing them with al1 the necessities of life. they became 'less dependent on
European goods* and appeared less frequently and regularly at the
provisioning post along aie North Saskatchewan River? 'Les gens libres'
~
(freemen) who were to become the Plains Metis took over the r ~ bIn. the

meantirne those Assiniboine who lived in the woodlands or forest continued to
trap for furs in the winter and to fish in the summer.
As the Assiniboine pushed steadily northward and westward they came to
occupy a vast territory. In 1809. Alexander Henry the Younger desciibed it as
follows:
fheir lands may be said to commence at the Hair Hills (Pembina
Mountains) near the Red river. then ninning in a western direction along
the Assiniboine River. and from that to the junction of the north and
south branches of the Saskatchewan. and up to the former brmch as
far as Fort Vermilion, then due south to the Battle River. and then
southeast until it strikes upon the Missouris, and down that river until
near the Mandan villages, then a north-east course until it reached the
Hair Hills. Ali this space of open meadow country rnay be called the
lands of the Assiniboine."
The Assiniboine territory described above corresponds roughly to present day
Manitoba and Saskatchewan including the drainages of Qu'Appelle and Souris
rivers as well as the lower Yellowstone and LoileMissouri rivers in the U.S.
By the end of the eighteenth century. the distribution of the Assiniboine was

such that over half of the their population continued to occupy the region in the
Assiniboine River valley. The remainder were dispersed over the region
between the South Saskatchewan River and lower Battle River. There were

also some Assiniboine living to the north of the North Saskatchewan River and
in the area of the Macleod River to the northwest.
It seems that the Assiniboine nation had subdivided into several Plains and

Woods dwelling groups. In 1775 Alexander Henry identified four distinct groups
of Assiniboine he had encountered in his travels:
(1) the @Paddlingand Foot AssUiiboinesmlocatd around lakes of the
Qu'Appelle River and southward to the Missouri;

(2) 'Canoe and Paddling Asshiboineswtanging in the area west of the
preceding group;
(3) Strong Wooâ Assinbinesmlocated on the Battle River and
between it and the South Saskatchewan; and
(4) the %rand River Assiniboines" on the south side of the North
Saskatchewan River in Aiberta.'

Others have made simihr distinctions. In 1794, Duncan MGilIvray of the
Nofthwest Company made detailed notes on the distribution of the western
groups of Assiniboine and identified three separate bands: the Came
Assiniboine of the lower Qu'Appelle. aie Grand River Assiniboine of the South
Saskatchewan (who frequented South Branch House). and the Strong Wood
Assiniboine of Battle Rivecbs Cleariy, there were were several different groups

of Assiniboine.
Their population during this period or any period prior to the treaties is difficult to
determine because of their mobility and the effeds of various epidemics such as

smallpox Various estimates were made by early travellen and t m d û ~ .In 1776
Alexander Henry the Elder estimated that there were between 2400 and 3000
Assiniboine but that before any diseases had swept t h r o ~ g hJenness
.~
estimates that there were between 8000 and 10,000 distributeci arnong sixîeen

and seventeen bands in the early nineteenth ~ e n t u r yIn
. ~the years 1780-81
and again in 1832-33, the Assiniboine were almost completely annihiiated by
the small pox to which they had little resistance. As many as 4000 died during
the second epidemic." Both times the suMvors ffed into the Eastern Rockies. In
addition, they were stnick by epidemics of measles and whooping cough hi
1819 resulting in a loss of about 2Wûmw
In 1963 they numbered approximately

2500 haif of whom lNed in Alberta and Saskatchewan,

the remainder in

Montana? In 1972 there were 4000 Assiniboine a~together.~
In Alberta, there are seven bands of Stoney: Pauî's, Alexis. Big Hom. Eden
Valley or Pekisko and the Wesley. Chiniki and Beanpaw of Morley. In

Saskatchewan. there are four bands: Mosquito. Bear's Head, Lean Man and
Carry the Kettle. Rurnp's and Ocean Man's bands joined the Crees and
Sauiteaux at Moose Mountain. In Montana, the Assiniboine live on the Foit
Peck and Fort Belknap re~ervations.~

So who are the Stonies and how are they to be differentiated from the
Assiniboine of Saskatchewan and Montana?
Some of the Assiniboine in Saskatchewan and Montana speak of the Stonies

as the 'Lost Tribe" of the Assiniboine. The Stonies, on the other hand. maintain
that they have never been 7osr at all; they have been mountain and foothill

people since time immemorial, a forest people whose mainstay has been the

-

-

game animals of wood and mountain moose, elk, sheep. deer and b a r with.
in olden days, an occasional foray out on to the Plains to secure buffalo and,
later, horses?'

The Assiniboine were never known to possess many horses which may explain
why they were reputed to be Wie greatest horse thieves, perhaps on the face of

aie e a r t t ~Apparently,
.~
it was a favourite activity and an accepteci way of
acquiring h o r s e ~ . ~

When and how the Stonies of Alberta came into the regions drained by the
North Saskatchewan, Red Deer, Athabasca and Bow Rivers is not certain. They
may have been in the foothills as early as the mid-seventeenth c e n t ~ r y Leurie
.~
holds that prior to the smallpox of 1780 which almost wiped them out and sent

them fleeing in different directions they were living in places along the lower
Battle River. the Athabasca River. the Pembina River and the North
Saskatchewan River as well as the f ~ o t h i l l s . ~
Each group had been slightly different in manner of Me: the Strong
Woods were partial@adapted to the horse and buffalo culture of the
Plains and traded in horses with the Crees and in fur and rneat with the
companies. The Swampy Grounds had few horses, were alrnoçt stdctly
a forest people. used dogs for transport, hunted forest animals for food,
and trapped beaver and other small furmm

By the 1840's the Swampy Grounds, presumably the predecessors of the

-

Morley bands. had already separated into three bands Wesley, Chiniki and
Bearspaw vhich persist to the present time. The Wesleys were the most

-

northern group and they occupied the area between the North Saskatdrewan

and Athabasca Rivers. The central group or Chiniki exploited aie area between

the North Saskatchewan and Bow Rivers. The southem group, the Bearspaw,

roamed the area between the Bow River and Montana.Q Each band signed
separately at the time of Treaty Seven in 1877. When they were granted a
reserve forty miles west of Calgary, the Wesleys settled on the north side of the
Bow River while the Chiniki and Bearspaw groups settled on the south side of

km

In 1892 some members of the Wesley Band became dissatisfied with reserve
life and went to live at Big Hom. They became known as the Big Hom Band.

@
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Those at Eden Valley left the Bearspaw Band during the Arst World War to take
up employment there and did not return. They were finally granted theif own

resewe in 1947. They are known as the Pekisko or Eden Valley Band?

In brief then, the Swampy Grounds or Mountain Stoney had by 1955 settled
d o m in three places with the majority going to Morley and the remainder going
to Big Hom and Eden Valley.
Paul's and Alexis' Bands are a little harder to figure out. Of al1 the Siouanspeaking groups aiey are the faRhest north and west There are several
possible explanations as to their location and cultural position in pre-tteaty the.

Andersen offers several tentative explanations:
(1) The Stoney located roughly between the Athabasca and North
Saskatchewan Rivers west of Edmonton (see Map 1) rnay have
followed a westward migration route along the forested edge of the
northem Phins; (2) the area occupied by the immediate pre-1877
predecessors of the Alexis and Paul's Bands of Stoney was within
mach and perhaps regularly exploited by largeiy pedestrian Stoney by
about 1795 or even earlier; (3) they rnay have entered this area prior to
getting horses; (4) the Grand River Assiniboine first distinguished in
1775 rnay be the immediate predecessors of the modem Alexis and
Paul's band^...?^
One thing that seems certain is that these Stonies differed from aie Strong

Woods of the Battle River area.

In 1876, aie Alexis Band signed Treaty Six In 1880, a reserve was surveyed for
them at Lac SaAnne. About one haif of this band under lronhead were living at
Wabamurn Lake a this time and refused to join Chief Alexis and his band "as
they Say the land is better where they are. and the fish crop more ce~tain."~~
Anderson who did research on the Alexis Band says that religion also had
something to do with it. Apparently. Chief Alexis who was a Roman Catholic
Op. C&, Laurie, 40.
R.R. Andem, 'Alberta Stoney (Assiniboine) Ongins and
A Case for R q p r a W .
Ethd&ory, XVll and XVf lf ,(1970-1): 54.
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would not permit any other faith to be practiced on his res8~8,and as those at
Wabamun Lake were Protestant, they felt it would be better to remain where
they were. After repeatedly trying to r m c i l e the two groups but without any
success, the govemment decided to grant a reserve to the gmup living at White
Whale Lake in 1892.~The name was iater changed to Wabamun Lake lndian

ResenraUon but it has ahmys been called Paul Band.
The group at Wabamun Lake were gmted a little over 20,000 acres of land. It

was decribed as behg covered mostiy with fir and poplar. and some prairie and
hay lands, and well watered by many lakes, ponds and creeksm With the
coming of the railroad and white settlement the band agreed to surrender 5000
acres of land (Reserve No. 1338) in 1908 for the town plot of Wabarnun?' 1ûûû
acres was surveyed for the small hamlet of D~ffield*
The Stoney people live on

Resenre No. 133A which consists of a little ove?14.000 acres. (MW 2). There is

also Reserve No. 133C located at Buck Lake (80 kilometres or so west of
Wetaskiwin) but no one Iives aiere. It was abandoned by the Sharphead Band
the majority of whom came to join the Stonies at Paul Band over the years.
The Stonies of White Whale Lake. that is, Wabamun Lake were not a very large
group to begin with. In 1885, their population was only 61 but by 1896 it had
risen to 130, naving more than doubled its population since 1885 by transfers

Prior to 1886 and
from Alexander's Band and the ettachment of Sharphead'~.~~~
aterwards as well Were was considerable movement between Lac Ste. Anne

and Wabamun Lake on the part of the Alexis population....mm there being
separated by a distance of only 22 kilometres.

"
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The ilI-fated Sharphead Band had their own reserve allotteci to them west of
However, they did rot remain there for
Ponoka. In 1884, they numbered 1
very long. By 1893 they had pretty much absndoned it according to the lndian

agent's repoh
The next and iast resewe in this agency visited was Sharphead's. or
generally known as the Stony's, No. 141. Nothing has been done on
this reçerve, beyond planting a few acres of potatoes; in fact, it is
abandoned to al1 intents and purposes. The cattle are now on
Ermineskin's Reserve. They number thirty-four head. A number of this
76
band have gone to Paul'sResem...

They seemed to have had a hard time settling down on this reserve, I think,

mainly because of sickness. They seemed to be sick a lot, and were probably
fearful of It. "On Sharphead's reserve little or no improvement is visible; the
lndians still cornplain of sickness,and will not work unless peristently urged; a
few are still sick,but the greater number are able to w ~ r k The
. ~ lndian
~
agent's

report a year later States that their health is nriproving but nevertheless notes
that 1We mortality has been greater than usual....dO

When this group disbanded Chief Sharphead went down to Morley and was
accepted into that band in 1896. He died there sometime later. Old Man Rain

and his family who refused to join any other band moved down to Buck Lake.
Others joined them there, and with the help of R ~ vJohn
.
McDougall, the
Methodist missionary, they convinced the govemment to grant them a reserve
therg in 1914. However, the l u epidemic of 1918 all but wiped them out.
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The remaining few went to Paul's Band at Wabamun Lakemand that was the
end of Sharphead Band.
It should perhaps be pointed out that there was considerable movement arnong

the bands in the Edmonton agency which included Alexis (Stoney), Paul
(Stoney), Alexander (Cree), Enoch (Cree) and Hobbema (Cree). There were
several reasons for this. Intermarriage created and strengthened ties. Intemal
dissensions and dissatisfaction with the reserve in general often led rnembers
to seek other places to Iive. Hunting and fishhg encourageâ members, as in the

case of lronhead and his followers, to swk places where the game and fish
crop were more certain. And diseases sucb as smallpox, measles and
influenza, as in the case of the Sharphead Band, to which they had litîle
resistance sent them fieeing in different directions.
None of these groups was completely isolated culturally and geographically but
then, no group on the Plains or in the Woodfands ever existed as a cultural or
geographical "isolatemuGood examples are the Cree and Assiniboine and the

interrelationship that existed between them during the historic peiiod. From the
seventeenth century onward the Cree and Assiniboine were 'inseparable allies
in war against the Sioux, Saulteaux(Ojibwa), Mandan, Minnetareq Crow,
Slave, Blood, Blackfeet, and Atsina....abIn trade they were partners senring first

as middlemen and later as provisionersmm
They were connected in other ways
as well. They intemarried and were mutually bilingual in spite of the lack of
similarities in their languages
As a resuk of their intimate association they were similar in most 0 t h aspects

of their culture and this was noted by several obsewen. Alexander Henry in his
sojourn among the Assiniboines sometime between the years 1760 and 1776

stated: 'ln their religious notions, as well as in their dress, anns and other
particulars, there is general agreement between the Osinipoilles and the
Crïstinaux"

In lm1 Daniel Hannon of the North West Con~panymade a

similar obsenration. -0th of them are numerous tribes; and as they often meet

and intermarry, their mannes and customs are similar; but there is no
resemblance in their languages? The anthropologist, Robert Lowie found in
his study of the Assiniboine in 1907 that We Canadian Stoneys, at al1 events,
have adopted some culural features from the Cree and are frequently able to

converse in, or at least to understand, the Cree language?
It seems likely that it was the Assiniboine who adopted aspects of the Cree

culture raaier than the other way around. According to Alexander Henry's
earlier account "the Osinipoilles (Assiniboines) (brackets mine), at this period,
had had no acquaintance with any foreign nation, sufficient to affect th&

ancient and pristine habits.....They lived in fear of the Cristinaux(Cree)
(brackets mine) by whom they were not only frequently imposed upon, but
pillaged, when the latter met their bands, in smaller numbers than their ornea
These various foms of interrelationships are evident in present day Paul Band.

Many of the descendants of the Sharphead Band who were originally located at
WoH Creek near the Crees of Hobbema took Cree wives and brought them into
Paul Band. And many of the M e r mernbers are still bilingual but not very many
anymore as hardly anyone speaks either language these days never mind boa.
Nevertheless, the Stonies of Paul Band and th& imrnediate predecessors, in
spite of their long and close association with the Cree, rnanaged to maintain a

separate identity. They rernained a distinct group living a lifestyle that differed
-

--
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from that of the Plains groups. That is, they did not live by hunting buffalo.
Rather, Viey hunted deer. moose, elk and occasionally bear in addition to
trapping a number of small fur-bsaring animals such as baver, l y n squirrel
~
and rnuskrat They also fished intensively in the summertime as Wabamun Lake
abounded in white fish and large pike."
And h i l e they may have gone out occasionally on to the Plains to hunt buffalo,
they did not do so on a regular basis because of the distance to the Plains and

fear of enemies. They also did not possess very many horses using the few they
had as pack animals much the same way they used dogs. Because they did n a
depend solely on the buffalo for their existence, the disappearance of that

animal by 1880 did not affect them as much as it did th ers.^^ They continu& to

be relativeiy secure economically for some tirne afterward. Indeed, the
govemrnent soon became weaty of its efforts to get them to farm saying it was
hopeless as long as these lndians were able to continue hunting. trapping and
fishing. Consequently, they did not soon becorne as dependent on oie
govemrnent as those who were dependent solely on the buffalo for their
existence. In tirne, of course, they becme Uicreasingly restrided to the resewe
boundaries as both the Canadian Noraiem and Grand Tnink Pacific milways
began to push their way through the resenre toward the end of the first decade

of the century and with it hpending white settlement. Even so they cuntinued to
pursue their traditional economic activities for auhile longer in addition to
working for surveyon, lumbemen and famiersgO
In shoit, it is evident that not al1 Stonies were culturally similar. Andersen
hypothesizes that three cultural types may be distinguished as a resuit of their

ecologkl adaptations: Wood, Wood and Plains, and Plains? For the Wood
Stoney adaptation, the distïnguishing characteristics are:

a yeady cycle of hunting. trapping, fishing (especialfy in the summer
months) and gathering largely reWcted to the forested river and lake
foothills region between the Athabasca and North Saskatchewan rivers
west of Edmonton... .A close relationship with the fur trade. one which
likeiy predates their entry into this area. underlies this adaptation. The
area they normally exploited is w o o d d and often swarnpy, with
numerous small lakes and creeks, and the game taken included buffalo,
moose, elk, deer, baver. muskrat. porwpine, and mountain goat and
big hom sheep in the more mountainous western parts."
For the Wood and Plains Stoney adaptation, the distinguishing feanires include
mintensiveexploitation of forest game in wintef and a "summer shift to intensive
buffalo hunting on the Plains. The Plains adaptation features include .a
relatively intensive, "total.' wideranging dependence upon the buffalo h
conjunction with elaborate equestrian organization and home raiding? Based
on this hypothesis of Stoney ecological adaptations, Paul Band as well as the
nearby Alexis Band are Wood Stoney and may have been for some tirne.
To sum up then. Paul Band and the Alexis Band from which it sprang are the
most northwesterly bands of Siouan-speaking people. When and how they

came to the region between the North Saskatchewan and Athabasca Rivers is
not clear. They may have been hem more than 300 yean ago or they may be

more recent amvals. They may have been in the vanguard of the westwardmoving Assiniboine and Cree of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries or
they may be indigenous offspring of those groups. Whatever their exact origins
may have been what seems to be reasonabiy certain is that though they shared
the same language and sirnilar customs they becme and remained a distinct
sub-group as hunters, trappers, fishers and dwe!!ers of the forests and lakes
outside the principal territory of their relatives.
-

m.m,RR Andersen, 58.
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This brief history is meant to identify the Paul Band Stoney not just as m # e r

group of Stonies who have broken away fmm the Assiniboine nation metirne

in Vie distant past but as a distinct group of Stonies, and to provide what I

considet to be the necessary background to the history of their schooling to
which 1 now tum.

Chapter Three
An Outline of the Historical Development of Schooling in
Paul Band, 1893-1923
The Methodist Day School
Schooling foi Paul Band began in 1893 wiai the 'day sehoor which opened in

the summer of 1893 under the auspices of the Methodist Church with the
resident missionary as teachei.m It started off well enough amidst hope and
optirnim. By 1895, the majority of al1 schod-age children on the reserve were
enrolled, al1 MethodistsDmThe boys were taught carpentry and gardening; the
girls sewfng, knitting and spinning.'"

7hree good tables and some gooâ chairs

.... Four pairs of trousers, three coats, five dresses, and a

were made by the boys

number of pairs of soda had been made by the girl^...."^ of which they were al1
very proud.
In 1896, things were still going well et the school. AI1 schookage children were

attending and making good pmgress in the authorized program of studies and
in the industries of carpentry. knitting, sewing, spinning. laundry-work and

gardening which were the main ernphasis. The tools granted to this school by

the department have b e n made excellent use of, and many of the boys are
quite expeit at making such articles as ox-collars, axe-handles. hay-fork
handles, wheel-banows, &c.
By the fall of 1897, however, things appear to have changed quite drestically.

An tispector from the Calgary lnspectorate found no one at the school on
Odober 27 except for the principal. Appamntly 'Yhe school was closed as al1 the

drildren were away off the reserve with theb parents hunting and tiepping.dœ it
reopened in 18Q8but there were not very many children in attendance? tt
closed again in 1899 because of lack of attendancdq It reopened a few years

later but the situation had not changed much. An hspector who visited the
school on March 9 and 10.1903 reported that the school was practlcally cIOS8d
again because of hardly any attendance. Only one student was present?
The day schod carried on in this fashion opening and closing depending on
attendance until 1907 when it shut dom for mal. 'Rom Paul's as from other
It appears not to have reopened
reserves the day school has disappeared

until around 1918-9.
There were a nurnbet of reasons for this lad< of attendance and seeming

parental indifference. One was the distance from the school. Probably not al1
families had horses and wagons and bobsleighs. In 1892. the band had twenty

horses in total.107The lndian agent who inspected the school on Mardi 9 and
10, 1903 and found t practically closed was not impressed when the teacher
tolcf him that the children were not attendhg because il was too far to go ta

ML Lent gave as the reason the long distances the pupils had to travel.
At a meeting held in a fannhouse in the evening, I spoke to the prents
about sending their children to school, and if they took any interest in
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their education, they could easily drive them to the school and send for
them. If it was to a dance they could easily find time end ~onveyance.'~
Another reason was the la& of appropriate or wam clothing during the winter
monais. The snow was waist deep =me years and it was exceptionally cold
other yean. The inspector who was honoured to be asked to distribute the
clothes that had been made by the girls st the school one year felt bad that
there was not enough to go round. T h e only regret l had was that I had not
garments enough to go over al1 the pupils. many of whom were badly in need of

wann clothing, so that they may attend more regularly during the cold and
Storrny weather....'la
Still another reason was that parents prefened to send their children to the
industrial school et Red Deer because of "the lndian k i n g capable, apparently,
of grasping the superiority of the residential s ~ h o o l . 'Industrial
~~~
schools were

considered superior to day schools as a means of achieving the major goals of
Christianity and civilization sought by the govemment and church. However. 1

was more likely that the parents did not mind sending their children so far away
to the industrial school in Red Deer because the principal of that schod hsd
been the missionary of their resenre prior to his leaving for Red Deer in 1895."'
He had also senred as their first teacher when the day school opened until a

permanent teacher was appointed in July, 1894.112
But probably the biggest reason for not sending their children to schod on any

regular basis was because of the economic realities of the hunting and trapping
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life upon which they depended for aieir survival to a veiy large e>dent and which
demanded that they be able to move around almost year round.
Hunting and trapping took them well beyond the resenre boundaries at least
twice a year for quite lengthy periods of time. They went hunting and trapping
west of the resenre toward present-day Drayton Valley in the faIl end dM not

retum until just before Christmas then went back out again after Christmas for a
second h ~ n tThey
. ~ ~hunted
~
moose. elk, deer and bear which kept them well
supplied with meat usually. They trapped fur-bearing animals such as muskrats,
mink, beaver and squirrels for which they got good prices mast y e a d 4
Needless to say, it kept the children out of sdiool for much of the year.

Fishing was their other principal activity. Indeed, it was their mainstay for many
years before end after the official formation of the reserve. Wabamun Lake was
teemlng with the finest whitefish and large pike. They fished year round more or
less. They presenred lots of fish for their own use by smoking it during the
summer and fa11.116The rest of the time they fished for money. The wniter's
fishing, also, was remunerative, as buyen were at the lake on the reserve al1

aie season, prepared to buy al1 the fish they could suppiy at good pric8~.~'"

-

In short. they lived very well off fishing, hunting and trapping too well,

accordhg to one of the lndian agents who stateâ it as the reason for the m a I l
progress in farming. With whitefish at their doors and fur-bearing animals at
hand. they are prosperous, and because of their prosperity they are
unprogressive. Mr. Pattision, the farmer, is assiduous in his efforts to advance
them in the way of civilizaüon, wlth as good results as the conditions make

po~sible.~'
l7

The Paul Band people did not do as much farming as expected or hoped for.
According to the lndian agent what farming they did do was either on a limited

scale or of a very crude nature because 'Stony l n d i i s can never be made

farmers. as we understand aie temi; to make them eam a subsistence is as
much es can be accornpli~hed.~~~~
That is, if they were shown how to grow
vegetables and take good care of their cattle along with aieir fishing and
hunting they could get by just fine without having to do anyrnore than that, and
perhaps it was best left that way?
However, this was not entireiy true of course. They did try their hand at faming
but certain factors militated against its success right from the start. To begin with,

the govemment did not provide them with a famer or farming instructor right

away as promised, to help them get starteci, which was the govemrnentss
practise then on reseives in the prairies West as part of its plan to transfonn
hem into farmers. 'As on Joseph's Reserve, the farming done is only on a very

lirnited scale, but this band is very anxious to have a famer. This has been
promised to them by the d e ~ a r t m e n t . ~ ~
It was not until the spring of 1899 that a famer was finally appointed %ho says

he considers it his duty to raise these lndians Vnancially, socially and
rn~rally.~'~'
However, he resigned in December of the same ~ e a r . M
' ~I.
Blewett, their former missionary and teacher who could speak the Stoney

language and who had gone to Enoch Band as fanning instnictor a few years
before resigned his job there and returned to Paul Band to take over as faming

instnictor . Still. there were other obstacles that had to be overcome and they
too proved insuperable.
They not only had problems getting their grain threshed but also getting it to
market.1P "The difficulty of getting their grain threshed and their remoteness
from markets were discouragements which might stagger more enthusiastic

famers than

the^.^'" This is a relevant point in light of the fact that agriculture

did not get fimly established in the west until 1914.'" Before the tum of the
century agricultural rnethods were not sufficientfy developed to make it reliable.
Also. the government was still experirnenting with vegetables and cereal grains
end trying to find out more about the West's agricultural potentiaL1= More

importantly, there were no effective transportation facilties available yet without
which agriculture could not take place successfully. Transportation was

essential to permit the export of wheat, barley and oats. in other words, the
development of an exportable cash ~ r o p . ' ~
Many reserves and homesteads were far away from the Canadian Pacific
Railway which crossed the prairies in 1882 and 1883. Though new trails and
fenies appeared. reaching a railway usually involveci long weary hours behind

a team in al1 sorts of weather, from dusty heat to a blinding b~izzard.''~Farrners
agitatecl for the construction of branch lines. The resuiî was the construction of
aie Canadian Northern and the Grand Twnk after 1900.'~~oth
the Canadian
Northern and the Grand Tnink Pacific railways passed through the ieserve
sometime toward the end of the first decade of the century.

It was not until they heard about the coming of the railways that the Paul Band
expressed an interest in farming again. 'Now that the railway is due to reach

them this summer, there is a rewal of interest in faning, and at their own
sokitation, and from their own funds, a considerable outfit of work stock and
agricultural implements is being purcbased for them? However, nothing much
h the way of farming appears to have materiaraed until 1910 when 'Yhey did a
lmle more fanning during the past year than they have done heretoforeY3' In
the meantirne, fishing, hunting and trapping continued to be the chief

occupations as well as putting up hay for Vieir cattle and working for famers

and clearing right of way for the rail~ays.'~
In short, while the government may have wanted the Paul Band people to settle
down on their reserve, take up fanning and send their children to school, and
even expressed great dissatisfaction from time to time with the lad< of
attendance at the day school there was no big push or rush to get them to do so

as farming tumed out not to be a very viable option at the time. Their traditional
economy proved to be more reliable and continued to provide them with al1 their
needs and, more often than not, brought h e m a surplus of goods.
The band, this year, enjoyed prosperity, and evinced progress. In both
fur and fish the catch was good and the prias were high. Frorn their
eamings they bought six stoves with the necessary pipes, twenty larnps
and some household utensils toward fumishing the ten new houses
they built. From the same source they bought eleven bob-sleighs, three
driving sleighs and fwe sets of team hamess.'"
It appears that the govemrnent encouraged them to continue fishing, hunting

and trapping for as long as they couid because to have relied only on faming

which Mered little prospect of success at the tirne would have landed them in a
destitute condition and in a dependable Mate a lot sooner than happened. It
should aiso be remembered that they had only settled down on the reserve for a

very few years, and that it would have been unrealistic to have expected a
transformation to take place in such a short period of time. Many white settlers
themselves Cuntold thousandsaaccording to LH. to ) gave up the slruggle f a n

on the southem prairies and went back east or down to the Unled States.
They were discoutaged from moving north into the fertile kit by the absence of

railway facilities, which were not constructed until after the tum of the ~entury."'~
Schooling really had no place in sudi a lifestyle. Hunting and trapping

dernanded mobility almost year round for its success which was the very
opposite of the sedentary Iife required by faming and schooling. Consequently,
most of the children did not attend school on any regular basis even when it
remained open year round as it did when in operation. and they made very liile
progress as far as grade advancement went. Throughout the years the majority
of them were classified as Standard 1. In 1895.32 were in Standard I and 4 in
Standard II.'"

Ten years later 22 of the 25 schwl-age children enrolled were in

Standard I. uAlthoughthis school has been in operation for a nurnber of years
the 22 pupils were al1 classifmd under Standard I? A quaiter of a century later
it was still the same. The 10 boys and 11 girls enrolled were in Standard 1.t37

Nevertheless. some progress was being made in ceRani areas. T h e children
who attend the school regularly are already beginning to speak a little English

out of school hoursYmA similar comment was made a year later. "As is not

often the case wah day-schools, the childm will speak English to you out of
schod heurs."'"" Teaching English as a second language must have been a

major pedagogical challenge, a fact not always appreciated when considering
the academic impact of these schools.
In any case, these problems of ladc of attendance and progress were not
unique to Paul Band They were national in scope as far as native schools went.
The Paul Band e-rienœ

merely reflects the day schod situation at the time

and uillustratesthe federal govemment's marginal commihnent to the Indian day
school programme across the co~ntry."'~
The day school system that developed was in response to the promises made

in the treaties with respect to the establishment of schools on resewes. 'And
fumer, Her Majesty agrees to maintain schools for instruction in such resewes
hereby made as to Her Govemment of the Dominion of Canada may seem
advisable, whenever the lndians of the reseive shall desire kDu1
Day schools
sprung up across the country. Numerically they vastly outnumbered the
residential schools, that is, the boarding and industrial schools. By the tirne Paul
Band got its school in 1892-3, there were 200 day schools and 30 residential
schools in o p e r a t i ~ nToward
. ~ ~ the close of the period under study there were
close to 250 day schools and over 70 boarding schoofs and industrial schools
~ombined.~
Being more numerous the day schools catered to many more students than the
residential schools. At the time of the 1910 reorganization in which the

govemment revis8d its objectives and plans for native schooling, there were
241 day schaols with an enrolment of 6784 Qudents, 54 boarding schools with

an enrolment of 2229 students, and 20 industrial schools with an enrolment of
1612 shident~.'~
m i s was not very impressive in a land containing 19.528

status Indians between the ages of six and fifteen, th8 prime schooling y e a r ~ . " ~

In 1920, there were 247 day schools with an enrolment of 7477, 58 boarding
scfrools with an enrolment of 3081 and 16 industrial schools with an enrolment
of 1638. The percentage of attendance was 62.56.'"
However, this percentage does not accurately reffed the attendance rates of the
day schools. It rnust be remembered that the attendance at residential schools
was probabfy up in the 90 per cent range or close to it most of the time which

brings up the overall percentage of attendance for al1 schools quite significantly.
But in actual fact the attendance at day schools was very low or next to ni1 in
most cases in spite of their larger enrolrnents. Take Paul Band for instance. At

the beginning it was not too bad but it was not great either. In 1895.36 of the 40
school-age children on the resenre were enrolled but the average attendance
was 13?Then

it declined. In 1905.22 of the 25 school-age children were

enrolled but th8 average attendance was 3.14 Many years later it was the same

or worse. In 1921,24 students were enrolled but the average attendance was
1.la

There was no compulsory attendance Iegislation in the early yean, that is, the
years following the signing of the treaties wiai the native people of the prairie
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west in the years 1876 and 187f.The govemment was reluctant to enforce
attendance for a number of reasons. The passing of the buffalo econorny was
still recent and the governrnent did not want to do anything to fumer irtitate the
native people who. as it was. were uneasily settling dom on their r e ~ e r v e s . ~ ~
Problems in the American West were a h cause for cautious concem.
Following the Battle of Uttle Big Hom in 1876, Sitting Bull. chlef of the
Hunkpapa Sioux, and 4000 of his people came over the border into Canada
and settled in the Cypress Hills region. 'Not onfy were the food resouroes

inadequate for so many people, but once more there was fear of an American
invasion when the United States demanded that the refugees be forced to
retumTs1Therefore, the fedeml govemment felt that it would not be wise to
strictly enforce school attendance of lndian children until problems wiai the
United States were settled.'"
Under ongoing pressure from the rnissionaries who ran the schools Vie
government finally introduced legislated compulsory attendance in an
amendment to the lndian Act in 1894 and in an order in wuncil.'"

But it was

obviously very useless, and Ithink more directed to the residential schools.
Another amendment in 1906 had basicslly the same provisions as the1894

one. 'It also renewed the provision that annuities of children in schools could be
directed as Ottawa saw L"'"It did not change anything. Attendance continued
to be a problem. It was not until after 192û that the government could cumpel
attendance to some degree. In 1920, still another amendment to the Indien Act
made attendance cornpulsory for al1 children seven to faeen and authorited
truant officers to forcibly rernove lndian children of school age from their homes
if necessary and penalize the parents.

The recent amendments give the department control and remove from
the lndian parent the responsibility for oie care and education of his
child, and the best interests of the lndians are pmnoted and fuliy
protected. The clauses apply to every lndian child over the age of seven
and under the age of f&een.lS

Enforcing the legislation is another story. Compulsion rarely ever worked but

the depaitment continueci to resort to it.
Not surprisingly then, day schools during this period opened and closed
according to attendance patterns and rates. In Paul Band the school closed in
1897, 1899. 1904, 1906 and eventually disappeared in 1907 as on other
reserves. It reopened in 1918 to 1921 but it may as well have remained closed
for the arnount of attendance there was. The average attendance in 1918 was
5'= and in 1921 it was

I.'~It rnay have opened temporarily to accommodate

those students who had been attending Red Deer Industrial School whidi

closed down in 1919. Any students attending school from Paul Band would
have been going aiere up until then as the day sdrwl was closed for al1 those
Of course schools also closeû when they were unable to get teacherdm Getting

teachers of any kind but especially qualified ones was a problem for a lot of

reserves. They had to make do with unqualified teaching personnel or church
personnel for the most paR
Qualified teachers with professional training are employed wherever
possible, but, in some cases. qualified teachers cannot be secured,
owing to the remoteness of some lndian schools. The department has in
its employ a number of teachers, who, though without professional

training, have had a long experience in lndian work. and these prove
Howevet, this was not the problem for Paul Band. Except for the first year or two
when the Methodist missionary in charge t w k on the teaching duties the

teachen appointed in the following years were qualirfied. According to 1897
Department of lndian Affairs reports. Mr. W.G. Blewetî, their Arst teacher held a
thirbgrade certifi~ate.'~Elsewhere it was reporteci that he held a seconbclass
Ontario certificate. He became their resident rnissionary shortly afterward and
their famiing instnictor sometime later. He todc over as teacher whenever the

need arose like the time the teacher died. 'Owing to the lamented deof Mrs.
Hopkins, the teacher, last winter. it has not flourished. but revival is kmked for
under Mr. Blewett, whose engagement opens Juiy m1
l'.

The other teadier, Mr.

D.H. Lent who was also missionary was said to be 'an experienced and

competent tea~her.~'~'
In short, there were numerous day schools but no one, least of al1the
government, had much faith in them to make any significant impact of any kind
what with the children still under their parents' sway. For that reason not much

rnoney and effort were put into them. They were often not very well maintained
perhaps due to their on and off operations In any case, their upkeep was left
largely to the missionaries in charge. The agent who visited the White Whaie
Lake Day School (that is what the Paul Band school was calleci then) on July
30, 1905 reported the school to be in disrepair. The sills were cwisiderably

decayed and the walls had ~8ttled.The floor was several inches higher in the

centre aian along the walls. The Reverend Mr. Hopkins and MI. Blewett offered
to make the necessary repairs, gratis. if the material was placed on the

g r o ~ n dIt. is
~~
no~wonder that the children were not so enthused about going to
school as one might expect The day schools were held to be inferior (they still
are todayi) and accordingly occupied a marginal position in the whole scheme
of native schooling. They were essentially the govemment's way of fuHilling its

treaty obligations as inexpensively as possible.
Red beer Methodfst Indian lndustrlat School

It was the residential schools that were considered superior and were the rage

out west during this period. The govemment and church saw them as the oniy
and most effective means of accomplishing the goals of cMlitation and
Christianity. Children would be removed from their homes and pfaced in
residential schools away from the influence of their parents and home life and
given a useful education considing of agriculture and other trades such as
carpentry. to help them make the transition to a new way of life as efficiently and
effectively as possible. The buffalo had virtually disappeared by 1880 and

something had to be done immediately to help the Plains in di an^.'^ The idea
of the industrial school as a soluüon to the lndian problem had b e n quite
thoroughly thought through as far as the government was concemed, and no
small amount of money and effoit went into planning and establishing the
industrial school system which was modelled on the American system of
industrial schools for Indians.

-

Three new industrial schools opened in the prairie west in 1883 Battleford
lndustrial School in Battleford under the Anglican Chur&, Qu'Appelle lndian
lndustrial School at Lebret in aie Qu'Appelle Valley under the Oblates of the

Roman Catholic Church, and St. Joseph's at Dunbow, Alberta also under the

oblate^.'^ Several others opened in the decade following.
The Red Deer Industriel Sdiool which is of panicular concern and interest to

this study opened in the fall of 1893 under the auspices of the Methodist
Church. It was a small school consisting of one main building only. The office,
principal's quarters, dining room and kitchen were located on the main floor. On
the upper level were the boys' and girls' dormitories. And the dassroom, with its
desks fmed to the loor. wes at the top le~el.''~Two years later a separate

building was constructed to accommodate the boys separately, and whidi
enabled the school to take in almast Nice as many students as at the beginning

when it could barely accommodate 50 students.
Students from Paul Band as well as from Hobbema, Saddle Lake. and Good
Fish Lake attended this school. Paul Band students began attending soon after
Reverend Somerset became principal of the Red Deer lndustrial School in
1895. He undoubtedly had something to do with it tiaving been fomeriy the

...."@
as mentioned earlier in the discussion of the day

missionary of this resenre

bchool. While not al1 or even very many of the school age children on the
reserve attended the school in any given year, attendance figures and various
lndian agents' reports indicate that ?hem were always some attending over al1
the years right up until it shut down in 1919. In the school year of 1901-2, for
instance. aiere were nine students from Paul Band in Red Deer lndustrial
Schoolml*My grandmother, Mn. Sarah Bird and her siblings were among
hem? In later years as many as could be persuaded went there as there was

no day school on the resewe."%lrs.

Bella Paul and her sister w m t in 1912-3

because theif mother wanted them to go.'70
The school was nin efficiently and well in the beginning years of its operation.
All the students' time was organized and nin according to schedule from the

time they got up to the tirne they went to bed. The instructional program itseff
was based on a halfday system in which ?he older students worked in the

moming while the younger ones attended school. This order was reversed in
the aftemwn. Academic work was not more than three hours a day for either
group?''

The industries were faning and carpentry for the boys and s e h g

and cooking for the girls.
However, it was not long before aie school started to experience some
problems. Students were said to be desetting from the school, and it was said
that things were not going well between the principal and the staff.'"Then it just
got worse from there. The school was said to be in a state of chaos with m

e

strange things happening there and so on.
The problems proved to be intractable ones. Poor management was one of
them if not at the top of the kt; this necessitated a change in principals every
few years. The first principal, Reverend Nelson was difficult tu get dong with.
'Rigid, authoritarian, and puritanical. he had caused no end of trouble to th8
department in his previous role as missionary teachei in the Peace Hills
There were not only problems between himsetf and his staff but
Agen~y."'~

there were also violent exchanges between certain teachers and some of the
older students which resulted in a serious head injury to one of the boys during
one of the incidents. When the lndian agent tried to investigate the incidents
further, Reverend Nelson told him to mind his own business which did not go
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over very well with the depa~tment."~He was dismissed in the summer of
1895.1m

The nexi principal, Reverend C. E. Sornerset, was of a 'gentler disposition'

which did not help him much as things went from bad to worse durlng his tlme
there. First, there was the mysterious disappearance of the recently appointed
matron who was never foundgv6Then there was the u n ~ l behaviour
y
of the
boys which became a major cause for concem when it got out of hand. The

boys were given to using profane language, phrases such as 'God damn it,'
D o to Hell" and %on of a bitch* as well as causing disturbances in the dining
r m and attacking staff rnernber~.'~
One boy mas even charged with assaut
and found guilty but was let go with a suspendeci sentencdn Reverend
Somerset seemed incapable of bringing the situation under control. He was
dismissed in 1903,
Reverend J.P. Rice took over. He made improvements to the sanitary conditions

of the buildings which were 'exceedingly bad?

He also gave more attention

to the academic program than his predecesson didqmbut not enough. He spent

far too much of his time and effort and that of the students' on expanding the
school's agricultural operations whidr did not sk well with th8 department end

the parents. He left in 1907.1a'

Reverend Arthur Bamer tmk over in the summer of 1907. He was a kind man.
He got rid of corporal punishment and arranged for the children to be albwed to
go home for holidays which had a positive effect on the enrolment in due time.
There were only 50 students in attendance when he took charge, but thls

number had risen to 80 by 1913.''~ However, he was not a good financial
manager and swn ran up a deficit which did not impress the department. He
resigned in 1913.

Joseph F. Woodsworth was the last person to take over. It was just before the

outbreak of World War 1 and things could not have been worse. The
Department of lndian Affairs was more stringent than ever, and there was no
money to make much needed major renovations and other improvements. As
well there was a shortage of teachers which was a problem for Indian schools at

aie best of times but even more acutely so during the war which attracted and
enlisted many teachersm1=Woodsworth was a competent man and did the best
he could but by Vien the situation had gotten so bad that the school had bst al1

credibility or something very close to it. Anyway there was no point in trying to
carry on, and Wwdsworth very wisely asked for it to be shut d o ~ n . ' ~

Sickness was another reason for aie schoors demise. Throughout much of its
history it was plagued by health problerns. Parents were extremely fearful for
their children to catch these sicknesses and die from them. They were not
unjustified in their fears. Four students died from pneumonia between 1899 and
1900 and six from consumption in 1903'~
causing Reverend Somerset to

wonder if industrial schooling was really worth it after all. 'lt is a question if the

-

change of life has not b e n greater than the children could stand from the wild.

-

free life. living largely on fish, to the confined life here and one is compelled to
ask if after al1the boarding school on the reserve is not more likely to make
strong ~hildren.'~~
Five more children died from the Spanish Ru in 1918, and
rnany more others including staff mernbers were sick from it.187The school did
not have the faciMies to deal with the si&, and the sanitary conditions were in a

very sorry state during the better part of its operation. An inspection at one point
found the waste disposal pipe and fresh water supply inadequate, and the sick
roorn so dark and dreary that the children did not want to be in it.'@'
Recruitment and pupil attendance were the other frustratingiy large problems
that the school had to contend with from start to finish. There were frequent
desertions from the school. The North West Mounted Police went after sorne of
them and forced them to retumjm but there was no end to it. Aside from the few

exceptional years in which numbers were up, there were never very many
attending most years. Take 1912. for instance. There were only 17 students
enrolled from within the Edmonton Agency which included the followlng five
reserves or bands (as they were called back then): Enoch, Michel. Alexander,
What is more those who attended
Joseph and White Whale Lake or Paul'~.'~
stayed less than f i e years. F o r the 185 students who passed Virough the
school between 1893 and 1903. the average stay was 4.78 years. ..?' These

figures for Red Deer Industrial School more or less reflected the national
average. In general, residential schools never reached more than about a third

of al1 school age children. Only 36.2 per cent of the status lndian children
between six and fieen who were in any sort of lndian Affain school were in
boarding or industrial sdi~ols."'~
And the percentage of attendance of those in
residential schools 'ranged from 80 in 1891 to 88 at the beginning of the
Depres~ion.~'~
Parents refused to send their children not only because of the discipline and
heakh problems that plagued the school but also because they were agalnst
their children being overworked doing manual work or labour for the school. A

department inspecter had good reason to believe that some of the students
were spending more than haH of their time doing work for the school than on
ttieir acadernic work,
The principal boasted in 1904 that he had increased the value of the
livestock (cattle, horses, hogs, sheep, fowl) on hand from $2713 to
$4444 in his first year. During the same the he had %deerned from the
wildernessm75 additional acres of land bringing the land under
cuitivation to 150 acres. By 1905 this figure stood et 225 acres and by
1906,300.

In any case, the Red Deer lndustrial School was not very effective in advancing
the students through the grades. After 15 years or so of operation, Wed Deer
reported fw-five of sixty-one students in the first three standards, with the others

But it was not just the Red
Deer lndustrial School that was ineffective. In general, these figures were
representative of the other lndian industrial schools in the west Qu'Appelle
lndustrial School had ninety-three of 235 students in the first standard and fortytbree and forty-four in the second and third standards.'" St. Joseph's et
Dunbow, Alberta had forty-six of sbdy-six students in the first three ~tsndards.'~
Their progress in vocational training was no better.'Q7
divided evenly between fourth and fifth standard.''*

The haff-daysystem made it difficult % not impossible to make sufficient progres
in either the academic or vocational program to advance through sach of the
levels from one year to the ne*. The haifday system which was a
distinguishing feature of native residential schools had students doing

academic work for one half of the day and practical skills the other haif of the
day. The theory behind it was sound so far as it went: academic learning and
vocationally oriented instruction would give the student a 'practical' education,
while supporüng the schools financially. In reality, of course. the halfday system
was oriented towards extracting f me labour. not imparting vocational
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training..lm The haffday system and the abuse of it were major causes of the
la& of progress, particularly in their acadeemic work
To add further to the disadvantage they were already in because of the halfday
systern was the language barrier. One can only imagine what a challenge it
rnust have been teaching English as a second language considering that there
was not much known about it back then. A lot of instruction tirne must have b e n
wasted. 'For many lndian and lnuit children. the language barrier they faced
when they went off to residential sdiool meant that weeks, months, perhaps in
some cases even years of acadernic instruction were wa~ted.''~~
Add to that the

severe measures taken to discourage the lndian language and culture, it must
have been a traumatic experience for most.
There was also the probiem of attracting and securing competent or
professionally trained teachers. Qualified and competent teachers were not
inclined to seek teaching jobs in native schools.
The exception to aie generalization were those very people whose
'missionary spirit.' rather than their training. had drawn them into We
lndian work,' as they comrnonly referred to L For young graduates of
teachers' colleges and universiîy facutties of educatîon it was not
generally the case that remote, poorly equipped residential schools
would prove attractive. Unless the young person opted for residential
schools out of a sense of adventure and there were many such a
teaching assignment in a residential school was often the resort of
someone unable to secure a post in a more attractive, more
conveniently located. nonNative s d ~ o o l . ~

-

-

Indeed. residential schools just had to make do with whoever they could get
even if they were unqualifieci or only semi-qualifiedmaD1
In Red Deer they
sometimes got brutal teachers. In one case. a male teacher struck a boy on the
head with a stick so hard Wiat the boy appeared stupid a few days after the
M.,J. R. MN&', 167.
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incident and was unable to do his woik. The agent a m g e d for a doctor to
examine the boy. He was found to have a large blood tumor on his head which
had to be removed surgically.-

It should also be pointed out that Red Deer lndustrial School did not receive
much support of any kind during the whole time it was in operation. By the time
it opened in 1893 the govemrnent had already begun reexamining its
expriment with industrial schools. and concluded that there were not enough

returns for the vast arnount of money being put into aiem. There were not the
steady successes hoped for, but it was the cost more than anything else that

was of major concem to the govemment. The solution it came up with was a per
capita system which meant that the schools would have to make do with a lot
less than they were used to. While the govemment shared the cost of repairs

and supplied the teaching materials everything else had to m e out of the per
capita gmnt set for each schod. Qu'Appelle got $115, Battleford $140 and
Dunbow $130 per studenLm The per capita system came into effect in 1893,

the year Red Deer lndustrial School opened. Red Deer was put on a per capita
grant of $130 in June 1894.~

The per capita system had a tremendously negative impact as missionaries
competed for students cramming as many as they could into their schools
including very young children and sick children just to get the grant money. And

to help cut the cost of mnning the schools they f o r a the students to do most of
the labour that needed to be done around the schools for its upkeep al1 under
the pretext of vocational or manual training. In Red Deer as in al1the othen,
%ork took precedence over the academic program....-

The govemment's disenchantment with the industrial school system became
more widely known following the election of Laurier and the liberals in 1896.

Clifford Sifton, the new Superintendent General of lndian Affairs, let it be known

-

that he thought the residential schod system a complete failure a waste of time

-

and money because 'Yhe lndian, unfortunately, 'has nlot the physical, mental or

moral get-up to enable him to cornpetenwith the white man.=
The department's study of its boarding and industriel schools in 1897 only
reinforcd Sifton's view and the sense of despair the government feît towards its
lndian policy at this timesw The study revealed that the sdiools were faiiing
badly. There were some successes as might be expected but many if not most,
perhaps, would have been better off if they never stepped foot inside these
institutions. 'In the case of Red Deer, of the 66 students dischargeci, 26 were
doing well, 5 had tumed out badly, 12 were dead, one had been transferreâ to

another school, 4 were in ill health, and 18 were lost sight of.-

nie

govemment considered closing down some of the schools but backed down in
the face of extreme opposition and pressure from the churches who felt there
was a continued need for such schools and defended them.

In short, the government began to question the effectiveness of its boarding and
industrial schools about a decade or so into their operation. By the tum of the
century it had lost a11 its enthusiasm for the experiment because the schools
were clearly not accomplishing the goals it set out for them. Graduates were not
taking their place in Canadian society. Most of them were retuming to the
reserves which they had been taught to disdain but had no where else to go.It was during this period of growing uncertainty and disillusionment that the Red

Deer school, which as a Methodist school served Paul Band, was opened end
operated. Consequently, it was left to struggle on its own for the most patt
which it did against al1 odds. By the time that substantial financial support was to

be made available at the end of the First World War it was too iate. The school
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had been through every difficulty imaginable and had literally spent ilself. Mr.
Woodsworai, the last principal of the school, very wisely recommenâed that it be
ciosed dom and that the proceeds from itç sale go to support the new
Protestant school k i n g built just north of Edmonton in present day St. Albehno
This school k a m e the Edmonton lndian Residential School.
The majority of Paul Band students went there after 1923. The rest of them went
to the St Albert Boarding School which was under the auspices of the Roman
Catholic Church and fun by the Grey Nuns?" The Roman Catholic school was

the only school operathg in the Edmonton Agency after al! the day schools had
closed down sornetime before the end of the first decade of the oentury. This

Catholic boarding school was mentioned as early as 1884212but if did not
always cater to native children only. There were probably some students from
Paul Band going there earlier as well but it is not known just how many. There
could not have been very many as the census taken shortly after the tum of the

century there were only 25 Roman Catholics in Paul Band. 2 5 of these people

gave th& religion as Roman Catholics, 120 as Methodists and 1 as paganamS
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Chapter Four
The Focus

on Gender, Race and Social Ciass

Gendei
Notions of gender were so taken for granted during this period that no one
really thought of it as a factor influencing relations?' Nevertheless. it can be
said that the ideas and beliefs about the natures, roles. abilities and limitations
of men and women influenced the way the schools were set up and fun in

Canada. ln this regard, the native schaols were no differentn6
When the industrial school ers began in the prairie West the girls did not figure
in it much, that is, their schooling was of much less significance than that of the

- Battleford, St. Joseph's at Dunbow
near High Rier. Alberta and Qu'Appelle at Lebret in aie Qu'Appelle Valley boys. The three new industrial schools

which opened in 1883 were at first intended for boys ~ n l yThese
. ~ ~ were

expensive schools and al1 places in them were resewed for boys. 7heir primary
purpose was to teach the boys, the future breadwinnen, another means of
livelihood as effectively and efficiently as possible?" At the time the
disappearance of the buffalo upon which the Plains lndians had dependeci
almost solely for their existence was stlll quite recent as was the confinement to
resenres. The Plains lndians in particular were destitute and in a very agitated
state. Something had to be done to reassure them. The govemment felt that
fanning was the most viable alternative for native people in the prairie west
Accordingly, the schools taught farming as well as other trades such as
carpentry and blacksmithing but the main emphasis was on farming.
The decision to provide schooling for the girls came about a year later when it

became clear to the government and church that their overall goals of
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Christianity and civilkation could hardly be achieved without educating the girls
in some fashion as well. Women were seen to be at We centre of the home and

the formative character influence on children-

therefore, It was imperative that

they be properly prepared for their roles as mothers and wives. Education
would not only cMlize and Christianùe them but it would make them bette?
rnothers. Their children would be healaiy and moral. Also, L would make it less
likely for the boys who marri& them 20 revert back to the old Indian ways as
would most assuredly happen if they remained uns~hooled?~
Thus went the
reasoning. Prime Minister Sir John A Macdonald was canvinced. He 'argued it

was W the greatest importance with a view to the future progress of the lndian
race in the arts of civilkation and in intelligence that every effort should be
made to educate and train the young lndian females as well as the male
members....iQZO
While the native girls may have b e n permrtted and encouraged ta go to school
from quite early on, the thinking about the type of schooling they should receive
and their attributed roles did not change. The prevailing attitude was that men
and women should occupy separate spheres of activity. A Methodistasideas

about what native girls should be taught clearly reflected this Victorian notion
which penisted into the eariy part of the twentieth century. He thought that they
should be taught everything there was to know about running and caring for a
household:
Housework, rnending, sewing, daming, use of thimbles, needles,
scissors, brooms, bwshes, knives, forks and spoons. The cooking of
meats and vegetables, the recipes for various dishes, bread making,
buns, pies, materials used and quantity. Washing, ironing, bluing, what
clothing should be boiled and what not, why white may be boiled and
colored not, how to take stains from white clothhg, how to wash colored
clothes, the difference between hard and soft water. Dairying, milking,
care of milk, cream, chuming, house work Sweeping, scrubbing,

pD
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dusting, care of furniture, books, linen, etc. They should also be taugh!
garden work Our own women have to do a great deal of garden work,

and it is of the greatest importance that Uie lndian girl should know how.
Instruction should be given in the elements of physiology and hygiene,
explaining particularly proper habits in eating and drinking, cleanliness,
ventilation, the manner of treating emergency cases, such as
hemorrhage, fainting, drowning, sunstroke, nursing and general care of
the sick. Such an alkround training fits a girl to be mistress of her home
very better than if she spent her whole time in the class-rom?
Indeed, that was essentially M a t their schoollng was al1 about. The school
inspection done of the Paul Band school in 1895 reported that 'Your pairs of
trousers, three coats, five dresses. and a number of pairs of sockç had been
made by the girls.. ..- The girls did knitting, sewing, spinning, laundry-work
and gardeningmP3
At the Red Deer Industrial School the girls did cooking.

sewing and other domestic type thir~gs.~'The boys made tables and
diairs,=as well as ox-collars, axe-handles, hay-fork handles, wheel-bairows

and so on at the Paul Band ~ c h o o lAt
. ~the Red Deer school these boys were
kept busy putting in crops, tending to cattle and putting up buildings for the

faming operation? In general, the girls were restricted to the domain of
household skills in their vocational training whereas aie boys were not. They
received more varied instruction. 'ln the era of the industrial sdiool, cunicula
usually wntained lists of trades and skills such as faming, stock-raising,

blacksmithing, carpentry, boot and shownaking, and occasionally printing for
r 2aD
male students.- The curricula for the girls was listed as 'domestic science.
Domestic science was for girls only, and its main purpose was to prepare them
for their attributed roles as wives, mothers and homernakers or as others would
say, for unpaid labour in the home. The campaign to include domestic science

in the schools in Canada was begun by Adelaide Hoadless in Ontario in
l889.= Her view that 'scientific understanding of food preparation and home

management could curb some of the evils of industrialiratione' won h l
support as well as the support of national feminist organizations such as the
National Council of Women of Canada (NCWC). Many felt there was a need for
domestic science in the schod curriculum, giving various reasons. The gmwth
of industrlalization and urôan centres in places like Ontario were awrnpanied
by crime, poverty and disease. Domestic science was seen as an antidote to

these social problems. 'Educated to be skilled consumers and managers,
women would manage to offset the effects of low incorne and poverty-

As

bey became more knowledgeable about food preparation and hygeine
children's health would improve and infant mortality would be reduced and so
on.=
The advocates of dornestic science education were also mncemed about

raising the image of homemaking. They wanted to make it into a profession with

a scientific basis to elevate its status in societymzY
However, domestic science, in
taking on the task of impaiting the dornestic skills that had earlier been the

purview of the family, altered the nature of housework and called for a
redefinition,

The training of the upto-date housewife mud rest upon a working
knowledge of chemistry, physics. psychology and other fundamental
sciences.... It must now include a fair knowledge of social and poliacal
economics and of ethical and economical standards of values of goods,
of labour and of tirne in relation to human efficiency?
Accordingly, housework was to be seen as a profession requiring training and
skills like men's work in the outside world.
Domestic science, *ose

main proponents were the middle and upper-class

women of Ontario, was also viewed as a solution to aie 'senrant problem'. There

was not only a shortage of domestic servants around the tum of oie century but
people who sought this employment also lacked proper training. Domestic
science would improve their skills and status. The evident decline in the
numbers of women entering domestic s e ~ c as
e well as the supposed poor
quality of service provided by this waning occupational class troubled many
upper-class Ontario women.=
However, it should be pointed out that al1 girls of al1 classes were e-ed

to

take domestic science and most did. In Ontario, domestic science was taught at
both elementary and secondary levels and eventually at the university level as

well. At the elementary level. it began in the senior second grade. In the first
year dudents leamed 'basting, running stitching. overcasting and crossstitching. In the junior and senior grade three, students advanced to hernrning,
top-sewing, daming, feather-stitching and aien were to apply these skills to
mending gamets, making over clothes, and sewing doilies. handkerchiefs and
~ h i r t s Older
. ~ students received instruction in food preparation, etiquette,

laundry work, home nursing and so onmmAt the secondary level they continued

with what they had leamed in the earlier grades but at a more advanced

level.='
Domestic science had its greatest impact on schooling in the first quarter of the
twentieth century. During oiis period the number of girls taking the course

increased by 2600%. 'At the beginning of this twenty-year period. only 1.6% of

girls attending Ontario's public schools spent a couple of houn per sdiod week
sewing or cod<ing; at its end over 30% were studying domestic science.What separated the different classes of girls taking the domestic science course
were the underiying intentions of their exposure to domestic science education.

The acquisition of homemaking skills was seen as a necessity for al1
women. Such training among women of less prosprous backgrounds,
however, was expected to produce a body of workers prepared to serve
in the homes of the rich.-'
In short, domestic science became integrated into aie school curriculum within a

decade after it was first promoted by Adelaide Hoodless and others. It was
recognized as a course the same as any other; however, t was very genderspecific and restricted in that it trained the girls and women for jobs they were

already hvolved in. While its goal was not to prepare girls and women for the
labour force it did lead to increased job opportunities and higher pay within the
field of wornen's w o k But it l%ould, in fact, change neither the occupational
structure of the paid labour market nor the low wages attached to the jobs
perfonned by the majority of female workers.-

-
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Indeed, most fernale workers in Ontario around the tum of the century wre
concentrated in the three sectors of personal service. manufacturing and
professional s e ~ i c e"ln
. ~the first category, women were ernployed above al1 in
domestic service, which still constituted the single most important occupation for

fernales. In the professional s e ~ c category,
e
teaching represented by far the
leading occupation for women who, in 1891, fomied the majority of Ontario's
teaching forcaau In the manufacturlng sector. wornen worked mostly in the
dothing industry as dressmakers and so on? In short, while domestic science
led to increased educational and work opportunities its gender specific nature

ensured rather than chalknged the prevailing attitudes conceming 3vomen's
wo~."
In Alberta, it started off as sewing classes for the girls to give them something to

do while the boys were in manual training classes. They were taught by women
teachen who volunteered to do it. They did not have special training in it or any
teaching materials to work wHh. 'Unlike the manual training classes, there ware
no special facilities, no teachers properly educated in the subject, and no
equipment, resources, or curriculum
It becarne part of the curriculum
in 1910, the first domestic science center being in Calgary. Uke aie domestic
science movement in Ontario, it received a lot of support here in Alberta too
especially from the various women's organizations such as the United Fam
Women of Alberta, the Wornan's Christian Temperance Union, and the Imperia1
Order Daughter of the E r n ~ i r eThese
.~
women Wought domestic science
classes in schools would provide welkrained domestic servants-

-

-
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Like elsewhere al1the girls were required to take it as ilwas expected that they
would al1 become homemakers. It did not matter what other ambitions and plans
aiey might have had they had to have home economics. And if there was a
choice Say between Latin or physics and home economics the latter was to be
given the priorityOm
And like Ontario the establishment of domestic science as an ifiisgral part of the

cumculurn in Alberta led to the creation of female professions and more job
oppottunities for women. Women could become not only more knowlecfgeabk
about their domain but coufd becorne teachers of domestic science as well.
The first domestic science Normal School instructors in Alberta were Catherine
McCaig. appointed in 1913 to the Calgary Normal School. and Margaret
Stewart, who was appointed in the sarne year to Camrosemm However, the
prevailing notions about the roles of women did not change?
Aithough domestic science became part of the cuniculum in aie various
provinces of Canada and was a requirement for girls, it was not always
available to them all. Som8 of the more rernote and more bathvard rural areas
did not have the facilities and equipment Wke the continuation schools. moet
rural elementary schods could not afiord to install manual training centres. If
financing them was not the irnpediment, the inconvenience of transporting mal!
children over long distances to the properly equipped central schools aded as

a deterrent to their installation.They also did not have the teachers and had problems attracting them to their

areas. As with native schools most qualified teachers were not inclined ta seek
positions in remote, rural amas ifthey could find jobs in better institutions more
cwiveniently located. Also. teachers in some places had other more pressing
concerns to deal with than the teaching of domestic science. For instance, '...in

many mgions of Ontario the stniggle for higher saa
l re
is

and battles against

overcrowded classrooms, damp and insufficiently ventilated rmms weie very
much the abiding and overriâing concerns of most schoolmistresses and
masters well into the twentieth century.The teaching of domestic science in native schools or the gender specific

nature of the curriculum in native schools was not new or out of rine with what

was happening in other schools in Euro-Canadian society. What was peculiar
was that it was pushed to such an extreme. There was not on& a gender
specific curriculum being taught but there was also a Yanatical separation of the
sexesnthat extended to almost every aspect of their lives in these institutions.
=As the deputy minister of lndian Affain had put it in 1895, the department was
opposed to having the boys and girls in the same institution unless separate

buildings were provided 'or by some other perfect arrangement they can be
kept from the possibiliQ of access to each other?

Accordingly, the physical

arrangement of these institutions was such as to extend the separation of the
sexes beyond the dormitories to the playroorns. dining r m s and so on."
Many were not even allowed to communicate with siblings of the opposite sex
attending the same institution.= This must have been troubling to them to say
th8 least as they were allowed to associate quite freely wlth one anoaier in their

own native societies just as children everywhere were.
Where the gender difference was most noticeable was in their vocational
training. As mentioned earlier. the boys' training was the big concem. They
were offered various trades and a much more concetted effort was made to get

them to succeed. Whereas the girls were offered only domestic science besides
the reading, writing and arithmetic they took with the boys the other haff day.
This was the only time they came together in the day.
2~
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There was an even stricter separation in the tasks they had to perfonn as part of
their apprenticeship. In general. the boys did al1 the work that needed to be
done in the barns and stables as well as al1the haying and cutting and hauling

of wood. The girls did al1 the -king,

cleaning and washing inside the

buildings."

The assignment of male students to outdoor, heavy. andlor dirty work was
motivated by atütudes that were typical of Canadian society of nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. These assumptions held that boys were innately attuned to
vigorous, strenuous. and perhaps even dangerous activities. while girls were
necessarily to be protected from such activities. because of heir inherently
delicate nature?
This was the Victorian ideal of the lady although it certainly did not apply to the
working-class woman. During the Victorian period the working-class woman
had to work long hours h appalling conditions doing badr-breaking work to

keep herseif and her family frorn starvation and extreme povertyaZsa
8 h e was a
necessity in tum. in the wider context of society, as a source of aeap labouram
Whereas the middle-class wornan did not work not only because it was not
economically necessary for to do so but it was forbidden in her class to compte

wiVi the man in work She was so inactive and useless that she had to, indeed.
be protectedmH1
The affluent non-working woman was seen as weak and delicate; she
was inherently sick. and petmanently prone to illness and dissase
which could be brought on by multifarious causes. In contrast, the
working-class woman was not sick, but sickening. She was a potential

health hazard, harbouring g e n s of cholera, typhoid or venereal
disease?
I am not sure what the native girls and women thought about king treated iike

ladies when it came to hard, outdoor labour. They probably really appreciated it,
akbough it probably did not help them much when they retumed to life on the

resenre. Physical strength was not an issue in native society. Native women
everywhere have ahuays had to work just as hard as men. tike aie workingclass women they had to engage in strenuous outdoor activities too.
HBC traders were frankly astonished at aie strength of Chipewyan m e n , who

were evidentiy much stronger than the men. This apparently did not
compromise the Chipewyan male's sense of superiority, for Chief Matonabbee
infonned Samuel Heame that Women...were made for labour; one of them cm

carry, or haul, as much as two men can do.' This should lead us to consider how
the supposed natural frailty of women is culturally conditioned, and that strength
is not a necessary cnterion for male supremacyaaP
Alexander Henry in his brief sojoum among the Assiniboine also described the

women and their work in a similar light. The Assiniboine women not only hauled

the meat from a hunt back to the village on sledges drawn by dogs,* they a h
set up and took down camp, loaded the dogs and drove them on long
marchess The men guarded the camp and hunted buffslo.
In short, aie native women like the early pioneer women of Canada had to do
physically dernandlng work and were accustomed to

a. Indolence and inacüvity

were out of aie question. And while the work they had to do in residential school

can certainly be viewed as a drudgery it was probably nothing compared to

what they had to do in their own native socleties whether they had been to

school or not. because life on the reseives did not get any easier. In Paul Band,
for instance, the people were still living ai& traditional lifestyk in 1920 and

continued to do so for as long as they could. Cattle-raising and haying were the
exceptions. There were a lot of natural meadowlands on the reserve for haying,
and they could make money from i t Most years they were able to put up
sufficient hay for their cattle and seIl the surplus. The cattle came in handy as an
emergency food supply M e n they were prevented from gohg hunting because
of inclement weather. Faming as we saw rernained largely a side issue for one

reason or another during this period. Hunting. trapping and Lhing continu& to
be the main occupations. This is the life the students retumed to. In thk regard

the school did not prepare thern very well for their life on the resewe. Pehaps

their schooling program was not so well thought out after alll A native

wildemess oriented program might have served them better.

So perhaps the problem was not how hard they had to work in residential
schools, alüiough they did work hard Rather it was a question of why they were
there. Were they there to leam to read and write and acquire some marketable
skills or work for the school as domestic servants? I think some parents had
different ideas and expectations of schooling.
In any case, the separate treatment of the sexes did not end once they Mt
school. Soon after the industrial school era began in the 1880s. the government
began providing assistance to aie boys as soon as they finished school to help

them get started in their new way of Me. There were no such provisions for the
girls until well into the second decade of the twentieth century when t became
part of aie govemment's policy to help out both sexes upon completion of their

s~hooling.~

In the western provinces, the department has a system of assistance for
those ex-pupils of boarding and industrial schools who are reported to

be desWVing. Upan leaving school a male ex-pupii may be g h a
grant of cattle, horses. implements, tools, and building material. FemaIe
ex-pupils are granted sewing machines or household fumiture. The
encouragement thus given to the best ex-pupils has proved to be a
great stimulus to progress, and although there are exceptions. the
majority of ex-pupils show the benefits they have obtained fmm their
ed~cation.~

To sum up briefiy then, the boys and girls of Paul Band as native children
elsewhere had to contend with differential treatment in almost al1 aspects of
their schooling experience particulariy in residentlal schools. It mus2 have been
confusing at times for while there was sex-typing and gender segregation in the
education they received at home and in the resenre comrnunity (and we must
remember that education does not occur only in school) as well as in the work

they did. it was not always in the same areas. That is. what was considered
men's work in Euro-Canadian society was not considered men's work or men's
work only in many native societies. The native women did what would be
considered men's work in Euro-Canadian society.
However, this is not to suggest that the native women of Paul Band were equal
to men just because they worked as hard physically as the men. The Paul Band

women may not have been equal to Paul Band men but the specific tasks they
perfomed were indispensable to the group's survival. They worked hard but
they were not slaves. So often the impression one gets from reading the
accounts of fur traders, missionaries and explorers is that native women were
treated badly. like slaves when in reality they were doing their share. It must be
rernembered that they were not Victorian ladies. The historical documents
pertaining to Paul Band as well as the personal accounts of my older informants
al1 attest to the hard work done by both men and women. What is pehaps more
troubling is the attempt by the govemment and church not only to impose
European values and definitions of acceptable roles on the native people

through the process of schooling, but the manner in which they went about it
and the underlying factors.

Race as we know was another important motbating factor in native schooling.
Racist assumptions lay at the heart of al1 policies pertaining to the native
people. Indeed, it can be said that the whole purpose of native sdiooling was to
obliterate the native culture and language and make the native people into
white men in as short a time as possible. The relentless assaul on the native

culture and language by the residential schools is well-known and well
documented and needs no further comment or elaboration here.
What I would like to discuss are the attitudes that developed and came to

prevail about native people's potential, because like Miller, I believe that it was
the attitudes that were largely responsible for the outcome of the schools'

performance. The attitudes displayed toward the native students affected or
determined the type of schooling aiey received.
At first, there were high expectations of native students' potential. Both

govemment and church believed mat native students would acquire European
knowledge. skills and values in a short space of tirne and take their place in

Euro-Canadian sodety, and that would be the end of Vie so-called lndian
problem. But it did not happen. Native students retumed to their resenres.
Govemrnent and church officials were disappointed and decided that native
students did not have what it takes to succeed in the white man's world.
Even though govemment officials and missionaries recognized that the native
people had their own values and way of life which difiered from their own they
judged them according to Euro-Canadian standards and of course they always

fell shoR The problern was that bureaucrats and educators tend& to assess
70

Indian ways against the standard of their own society: lndian culture was
defecthre because it was different-

In their view, if native people were to gain self-sufficiency which was the goal
and the mark of success, they would have to leam to be cornpetithm and
individualistic like al1 Euro-Canadians. Bo# of these are Europan values.
indispensable to the workings of the capitalist system but not to the workings of
the reserve system..
Accordingly, the church and govemment felt justified in the means they
ernployed in trying to bring about #is end. Hence, the attacks on native
peoples' culture and language. and the coercive attempts to change their
attitudes and behaviours, and to tum them into sedentary famiers. These
attempts at the transformation of the native people may have been justifid as
far as the church and govemment were concemed, but Wiey were also based
on an assumption that Native people were morally inferior to Caucasians,
principally because of racial factors.Indeed, they were considered both morally and intellectually inferior and,
therefore, incapable of making decisions for themselves and looking after
themsel~es.~
In other words, they were like children. For the missionaries this
childlike rnorality explained everything there was wrong about native so~iety.~'
Many were of the view that native morality was comipted as a result of

European c o n t a ~ tWhatever
.~
the case might have been the church and
1

government felt it justified their missions and s ~ h o o f s . ~ ~ ~
The residential school cumculum reflected the prevailing attitudes about native

people's intellectual potential. m a t coherence the cumculum had was implicit,

* lbrd*,J. R. Miller, 185.
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or hidden: in keeping with instructional regirnes aimed at groups that

mainStream society regarded as marginal or deviant, it stressed 'moral
redemption. ~m274
The earlier optimism about %dians' potential for Euro-Canadian progress" was

gone by 1896, the year Laurier and the liberals came to power. As I have

already mentioned in the discussion of aie development of the industrial school
system in the prairie west, Clifford Sifton, the new Superintendent General of

lndian Affairs, who represented the prevailing, and I might add blatantiy
ethnocentric, attitude was outspokeniy pessimistic about native people's
intellectual potential. He felt very strongly that the concept of industrial sdiools
especially was al1 wrong, 'a misguided failure.' The 'atternpt to give a highly
civilized education to the lndian child,' he said in the Communs, 'was practically

-

a failure. I have no hesitation in saying we may as well be frank

- that the

lndian cannot go out from school, making his own way and compte with the
white man.'-

One reçu&of al1 this musing was reduced expectations. The chief aim should
be to train the lndian youths how to eam a livelihood when they retum to the
resenres, and t seems altogether out of the question for the Department to
undertake to educate a large number of lndians with the idea of making then?
equal to whitemen by the process of e d u c a t i ~ n .These
~ ~ reduced expectations
of native students from early on were due not only to government parsimony,
wbich was always an over-riding factor, but also to the prevailing view
expressed by Clifford Sifton above that the native penon did not have m a t it
takes to succeed in the white man's system.
But nowhere was the racism more spectacular and offensive than in the

attitudes displayed towards native girls and women. As I discussed eariier,
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native girls and women were left out of schooling at first because the
govemment and church felt that the urgent need was to train the boys to

becorne the main breadwinners. The girls were subsequentiy included when
the government and church realized that the civilùation process could not be
complet& without them. And anyway some missionaries out west had already
been taking some girls in before the govemment got invohred. Both St. Joseph's
and Qu'Appelle took in a small number of girls from the beginningF
However, there was another reason for including them. It was bas& on the
assumption that native girls and women had far too much sexual
freedombndependence which did not sit very well with missionaries especially.

These poor girls were in desperate need of rescuing and protection. Their lives
were ones of extreme 'degradation,' 'infamy,' and 'wretchedness.' The
missionaries considered it their duty to rescue them. They felt that the best way
to do this was by removing them from their environment and placing them in
residential schools where they could be properly inculcated with European
morals and mannes, and their virtues protected at the same üme. Missharies
often went to great lengths in their rescue efforts from making appeals for
money donations to establish homes for girls to arranging marriages and even
keeping them beyond school-leaving age.

Never far below the surface of missionary treabnent of Native comrnunities end
students was an assumption that Native people were more overtly sexual k
their behavlout than were Euro-Canadian Christians. Although much of the rigid
separation of the sexes in the schools was based on prudish atatudes that
,

..

applied to ail racial groups at the time, there tended to be a pronounced fear

that Native studentç, if left to their own devices. were Iikely to be more sexually
active than non-~atives?

b#.,J. R. Miller, 218.
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This was the main reason for the 'fanatical separation of the sexes' in native

residential schools. In some schools the fernale staff mien kept track of aie girls'
menstruation times. and wamed thern about getting pregnant? They were also
constantly admonishing hem to be modest in their behaviour and dress, more
$0 than the boys.="

This attitude toward native women's sexuality was not new of course.
Missionaries and others. but more especially missionaries, have long felt this
way about native women. In her interesthg study of the Montagnais-Naskapi of
the Labrador Peninsula. Eleanor Leacock describes the Jesuit missionaries'
attitudes toward the Montagnais-Naskapi women in the eariy seventeenth
century. They saw the women as having too much sexual freedom. Women
could pursue the men they liked, divorce anytime and have other lover^.^' The
Jesuits did not agree with this state of affain and preached against it wtiich did
not go over very well with the women* or the men for that matter. The Jesuit

missionary, Le Jeune wrote: '1 told him that it was not honorable foi a woman to

love any one else except her husband. and that this evil being among them, he
himself was not sure that his son, who was there present. was his son. He
replied, Thou has no sense. You French people love only your own children;

The wornen were more numerous
than the men which might have had something to do with this state of affairs?
but we love al1the chiklren of our triûe.-

In eny case, men and women having ioven was not an issue among the

Montagnais-Naskapi? Indeed, if it was not an issue to thern why should it have
been an issue to anyone else?
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Alexander Henry. the noted traveller, who sojoumed among a band of Cree on
the shores of Lake Winnipeg sometime between the yean 1760 and 1176 also

makes cornments about the Cree women that imply !hat they have sexual
freedom.
Such are the exlerior beauties of the fernale Cristinaux; and, not ~Cmt8nt
with the power belonging to these attractions, they condescend to
beguile, with gentle looks, the hearts of passing strangers. The men.
too, unlike the Chipeways. (who are of a jealous temper.) eagerly
encourage them in this design.
The Cristinaux have usually two wives each, and often three; and make
no difficulty in lending one of them. for a length of tirne. to a friend.
Some of my men entered into agreements with aie respective
husbands, in virtue of which they embarked the women in the canoes.
promising to retum thern the next year."
It should be remembered that the European men came here without their

women, and may have had a lot more to do with initiating these agreements
than they were willing to admit. We will never know for sure because the Cree
women. and other women for that matter, did not tell their side of il.2 ~ 7
Such views and comments based largely on a misunderstanding of the semal

practices and customs of some native groups has created an image of native
women as loose which. unfortunately, has not disappeared.
In short, native people everywhere were considerad morally and intellectually
inferior, and this was reflected h aie type of schooling they received. The
cuniculum to which they were subjected was full of European moral judgments
and values.

CIass
The Paul Band girls like native girls everywhere had not only to contend with

gender and race in thelr schooling but also class. The sdiooling they received
@. Ca.Aiexander Henry, 249.

was very limited and cannot be said to have provided them with sufficient
academic end vocational skills to permit them to take part in the Canadian

economy except pehaps as domestic servants, but even that did not

materialize.
Schooling consisted of six standards of instruction but as we saw earlier Paul
Band students like native students elsewhere during this period rarely got past

the first two standards. With oniy three hours of academic instruction in a day,

and language and cross-cultural barriers to overcorne along with poor
attendance, it was next to impossible to make normal progress or complete one
level of schooling within a reasonable period of time. It took many years just to
complete the six standards under this arrangernent Those who stayed took until
they werel8 years of age in most cases to complete their schooling. However,

not many stayed long enough to complete a couple of standards let alone al1
six. At the Red Deer Industrial School around the tum of the century. %the

average stay was 4.78 years and the average standard achieved on leaving

was 3.38.- That was the average stay it seems for most residential schods
around this period.
In any case, it did not really matter. It was never the intention to provide native

students with anything more than a practical education then or later. It was not
expected that they would pursue a higher education and the govemment was
not prepared to sponsor them beyond this level. For the boys, this meant
teaching them faming techniques or some trade which would enable them to
settle down and make a living now that the buffalo were gone. Every effort was

made to facilitate this process at the school level. Sometimes they were sent out
to help local farmers during the summer and at harvest time to refine theif

skills? The problem with this practice was that it took them away frorn their
academic learning for lengthy periods of tirne?
For the girls. the main goal was to train thern to becorne good wives, mothers
and homemakers, nothing more except perhaps as domestic servants. Some

girls apprenticed as domestic servants in white homes some summers. It was
known as ale 'outing s y ~ t e m . ~The
' girls were also used as domestic servants
in the schools. They had to do al1 the work that needed to be done within the
buildings. And as with the boys work came firçt.
However, the girls did not find jobs as domestic servants because the doors

were not always open for such employrnent and most retumed to their resenres
which was the expectation of al1 those concemed with aieir schooling. Actually.
they were required to retum to the reserve and had to have a good reason for
leaving it. The govemment instituted a system after 1885 whereby native people
living on resenre had to obtain passes from an lndian agent which stated their
reasons for leaving the resenre and how long they planned to be away. While
al1 native people were affected, native women were rnuch more restricted
because of the negative image of them. All this made it more difficuit for them to

look for jobs off the resewes; if they were caught in town they were immediately
sent b a ~ k . ~
Thus, for native women, domestic science did not evolve into other courses that
could lead to further training and paid employrnent. That is. it was unlike the
situation for their non-native counterpaits in Ontario where domestic science

was eventually 'elevated to include a 'technical' course that could lead to

university training and to gainful employment particularly in the aisa of nutrition
and dietetics-

There. domestic science entered the vocational stream?

At oie Paul Band day school and the Red Deer school as in a l native schads

generally, domestic science did not Ihk up with woik in the pald labour market.
It continued to emphasize the link between vocational education and womenms
unpaid labour. Clearly, the goal was not to provide thern with job skills but with

the ability for homemaking and housekeeping.
Native women had no say in the matter and there was no one to advocate for
them. In Ontario, "national wornen's groups. including the National Councl of

Women of Canada promoted the vocational training of girls and wmen,
especially the training of qualified servants.-

They recognized and accepted

that girls and women were in the paid labour force. Native girls and women
were not in the sarne situation. They were not already in the paid labour force,
nor were they likely to have the opportunity to be there.
Their Iimled schooling can to a certain exient be ascribed to the ambivalence
about the potential of native students. It was obvious that at first the govemment
and church thought that native students had the potential to succeed othem'se
aiey would not have bothered with the industrial school expriment. 'Had
'scientific' proofs of the intellectual inferiority of non-Caucasian peoples been
subscribed to generally by govemrnent and church officiais. no experiment in
lndian schooling, let alone the ambitious industrial schools after 1883, would

have been attempted.ut after awhile they were not so sure. There were not
many graduates and many of those who had attended were not doing too well.
The govemment and church decided that it might be better to show them how to

make a living on the reserve and send them back. For the girls with their
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schooling already so limitecl this move closed the door to any opportunaies for
employrnent in the domestic senrice field

Schooling in Paul Band between the years 1893-1923 was only in its beginning
stages and remained so during much of the period. It kept getting pushed aside
because economic realities demanded a continuation of the traditional

occupations of fishing, hunting and trapping by which they were able to live still.
Farming which was to be the new way of Me, and which may have supported
schaoling, turned out not to be a viable alternative due mainly to the lad< of

transportation and market faciliües as well as other factors.
What this meant for Paul Band schooling was that the children were often not
available for it. They accompanied their parents who went hunting and trapping
west of the reserve towards Lodgepole and Drayton Valley several rnonths out

of a year. Consequently, they attended school only sporadically, bat is, when
they were back on the reserve.
The type of schooling they received was motivated by the factors of gender,

race and class which intenected in complex ways to oppress them and cause

them to resist. At the Paul Band school the boys were taught carpentry and
gardening as well as reading and writing. The girls were taught sewing, lcnitting
and spinning as well as reading and writing. At the Red Deer school the boys
were taught mostly fming. stock-raising and carpentry while the girls were
taught cooking, sewing and cleaning. In short, the boys were taught to be oie
main breadwinnen and were given priority by being offered more trades. The
girls on the other hand were taught to be domesticated dependents and were
offered only domestic science. Considered degenerate both racially and

morally they were pushed to adopt the white man's cubre and religion and
forbidden to practice theb own.

The schooling the Paul Band students received did not amount to much. The
schools failed both academically and vocationally to hnpart sufRcient
knowledge and skills to enable the students to find jobs or to live successhilly in

the white man's worfd.
The schools failed because of 'government panimony, lndian resistance to
compulsion and assimilation. missionary disillusionment. Euro-Canadiansl
racist opposition to accepting Indians. and the same people's impatience to
bring about in few decades a transformation that had taken their own anastors
centuries to accomplish. For al1 these reasons the schools were guaranteed to
fail.
Yet. in spite of its meagre offerings. the schoofs were not a total failure. While

the students of Paul Band did not attend either school very well (that is. bah in
terms of numbers and yean) those who did felt that they got something out it.
Ironicafly, it was the girls and women who seerned to get the most out of il.They
appreciated its practical aspects and made good use of the skills they learned
at these schools. Mrs. Bella Paul did not mind going to school in Red Deer. She

thought it was a good or worthwhile experience. This is the way she put il:
Some of us went to school in Red Deer, not many of us but Mme. fake
my family for example. Me and my sister went to school in Red Deer. My
mother sent us in 1911. My mother had gone to school there herself and
wanted us to go too. But it did not do us any han. We leamed a lot of
useful things. I leamed how to knit and mend. Those of us who went
boa men and women we did not mind and we do nob regret il.I k m e d
how to make pies and things Iike that. I made use of what I lsamed
when l retumed to the reserve. Icame back in 1912. Word came to the
school that my uncle had died My rnother sent for us.=
What Mn. Paul is saying is that iltumed out to be a good or worthwhile
experience because what she learned there was useful to her later on in her

life. She learned Euro-Canadian methods of cooking and sewing which she
successfuflyadapted to the traditional methods.

With respect to cooking she not only learned how to make pies and cakes but

also different ways of preparing foods and presenring foods which added
variety to the traditional methods and diet. Mrs. Paul and the women of Peul
Band adapted many of the Euro-Canadian rnethods of food preparation end
presenration, and in doing so carne up with their own peculiar dishes
especiallyonce ingredients such as sugar and lard and flou?became more
readily available as well as pots and pans.
Take chokechenies, for example. They ground them up with stones. fried them
in krd and added sugar for a sweet dessert. Traditionally they ate
chokecherries and other berries fresh and dried some for later use. Dried
saskatoons were added to soups and pemmican. Pemmican was lean dried
moose or elk meat, pounded down finely, and mked with fat and dried benies.
Not all dried meat. which was thinly slice lean meat hung tri smoke over a
period of days or however long H took to dry it, was made into pemmican. Some

of it was left in big pieces and stored. It could be eaten as is anytime or heated
over an open fire. Fish was preserved in a similar manner. It could be smoked

and made into fish pemmican. Fish oil was taken and stored for later use. That
was the traditional method of prese~ng
meat. Meat kept for a longtirne with this
method. (Indeed. it was the staple of the fur trade.) Mn. Paul and the women of

Paul continued to preserve meat in this fashion, but they were able to prepare

and serve meat in different ways. They could fry meat and fish. and once they
acquired stoves they could bake bannock in the oven as well as pies and

cakes. Before they acquired stoves they cooked it in a pan set over the hot mals
of an open fire or wrapped the dough in a spiral around a stick and held it near
an open fire.
In sewing, European needles, threads, cloth and later sewing madiines made il

easier and faster to make new clothes. In exchange for a couple of weasei skins

a woman or girl could have a new dress. In #ose days of which ME. Paul is
speaking one weasel skin was worth 25 cents and cloth was IO cents a yard. A

plain dress required onfy two yards of cioth.= Whereas the traditional me#od
invohred a tedious process which took several days to complete.

Moose and

elk-skins had to be scraped, scxtked in a certain solution, Hnung and stretdied
propedy before they could be tumed into lsather suiteble for clothing. In short. it
is easy to understand why the girls and wornen sought and appreciated

schooling. It was no4 however. because they did not already know how to woù
and sew. It was that aiese European technologies introduced variety and made

their Iives easier.
There were of course other reasons why they valued their schooling. My
grandmother, Mn. Sarah Bird, fet for example that learning English was of
special benefit. She insisted on accompanying my grandfather to the Hudson's

Bay store in Edmonton because she was afraid he might get cheated by aie
storekeeper?
Some Final Theoretlcal Notes on Gender and Native Women
According to western feminist interpretations, native women were and have

been subordinate to native men for as long as other women in al1 other
societies in the world. But before I discuss native women's subordination any
fumer, 1 would like to consider briefly theoretical speculation concerning how
and why female subordination occurred. My purpose On doing so is not to query

such speculation but to try to get some idea of where native women fit into the
picture with respect to the development of fernale subordination.

One explmation is that female subordination is the result of the phenmenon
known as the #exchangeof women' through Yoroeful removal," %Me stealing'

or arranged marriages? It is based on Yaboos on endogamy"and the
lndoctrination of women' to accept it as thelr obligation to their

The anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss 7easons that in this proces m e n
are 'reifiedw; they becorne dehumanized and are thought of more as things than
as humans.-

Some ferninist anthropologists have extrapolateci from this

position a discussion on kinship, and have made We assumption that the
kinship shift from matriliny to patriliny must be a significant tuming point in the

relation of the sexes, and must be coincident with the subordination of
women..oos
With the development of agriculture which takes place at different times h

different places in the world, kinship shifîs from matriliny to patriliny and private

and those who follow him think that private
property d e v e l ~ p s'Engels
.~
property developed first, causing m e world historic overthrow of the fernale

sexnLevi-Strauss and Claude Meillassoux believe that it is the exchange of
women through which private propeity is eventually created.' That is, women's
reproductive capacity became recognized as a resource wiVi the development
of agriculture, and was appropriated by men prior to the formation of the private
p r ~ p e r f yThus,
.~
Meillassoux stands Engels on his head, a feat Marx
perfomed for Hegel.-

The process of women's subordination continued to

develop through various stages unül patriarchy was firmly established.
However, further discussion of this development and the part women played in
it is beyond the scope of this paper as I would like now to turn to a discussion of

some of aie ideas that have been put forward about the subordination of native
women and how it came about
The historian, Sylvia Van Kirk who studied and wrote about native women in the

fur trade. questions the daims made by some that native societies were
egalitarian in pre-contact times. According to these daims native women were

equal to native men because they contributed as much economically to the
XQ

Jae

bu.,Gerâa Lemer, 47.
M.,Ge& Lemer, 47.
Ib& Gerda Lemer, 49.
!W.,Ger& Lemer, 49-50.

group's sunrivaP Van Kirk maintains that whik native women in
huntinglgathering societies cuntributed as much in ternis of food and labour this

does not mean they were equal or accorded high status. The high status jobs
were Vie male ones of big game hunter and wamor.This also is the view taken by oie feminist historian, Gerda Lerner who says that
al1 available date points to huntinggathering tribes as the most egalirian

societies. and that in such societies women suppfy most of the food

~onsurned.~
'In most primitive societies of the past and in al1 hunünglgathering
societies still existent today, women provide on the average 80 percent or more
of the food. To do so they often range far from home, carryimng
their babies and
children with them?I0 There is interesthg proof of this in the early history of Paul
Band- The department official who came out to survey a resenm for the people

of Paul Band in the late faIl of 1891 observed this of the women and made note
of it*
One day whilst at luncheon on the line we were joined by the wife of
one of the lndians (Thomas) working on the survey, and another squaw.
Cold es it was they had been out three days hunting with gun and dogs,
and each one had a papoose on her back. Among the spoils of the
chase they were bringing to camp were thirty partridges and a three
year old b a r that had been killed by Thomas' wife with an axe."'
However, this does not mean that they were equal. Their aaivities were an
economic necessity.

One must also note that in al1 hunting/gaaiering societies, no matter what
women's economic and social status is, women are always subordinate to men
in some respects. There is not a single society known where women-as-agroup

-

bH., Ge& Lerner, 50.
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have declsion-rnaking power overmen or where they define the niles of sental

conduct or control maniage exchanges?
Finally, much has been made of the Iroquois women of an earlier period who
took up and practiced agriculture, and the high status they enjoyed because of
it? They played a major role in the food distribution and tod< part in the

Council of Eldes. But they were not political leaders or the chiefs? The men
would not do agriculure because they considered it women's w o d ~ The
.~~
particular work done by men and women has differed greatly in different
cultures, largely depending on the ecologicd situation in which the people find
thernsel~es.~'~
In short. it appears that Van KirKs contention that the claims

made for native women's equality are relativistic, not absolute3'' is a valid one.
However, Van Kirk does concede that a case can be made for the notion of
'relative equality' of the sexes in precontact times. It can be said 'relatively
speaking' that native women were not as oppressed in pre-contact times as
European w~men."~Missionaries, fur traders and exploren from the
seventeenth century onward have written interesting accounts abut 9he
strength, economic role. personal independence and influence of lndian

women' which did not fit their definitions of acceptable roles and behaviour for

w ~ r n e n ,and
~ ' ~which they attempted to change.
Van ffirk also questions the clah put fonivard by othen that the subordination of
native women is the resut of European contact and colmiration? She says
that while the position of the native woman may have declined. the process
which it took place is a complex one. For that reason she has 'resewations

about the daims of Leacock and Bourgeault that the subjugation of lndian

women occurs almost immediately with the fur trade through the introduction of
cornmodity production and exchange...el She feels that 1Yhey have accepted
Engel's hypothesis -riori and not subjected this theory to systematic, specifc
In short, there is not enough evidence to conclude that native women were
equal to native men in the way that western ferninists understand and interpret

the concept. I agree with Van Kirk that we must be carefui to differentiate
between the relativistic and the absolute before jumping tu conclusions about

equal relations between the sexes in native societies. When viewed in this light
it is much easier to understand and appreciate the role of native wmen in

native societies. The Paul Band wmen rnay not hava been equal to Paul Band

men but the specific tasks they performed were indispensable to the group's
survival. They worked hard but they were not slaves. So often the impression
one gets from reading the accounts of fur traders, rnissionaries and expiorers Q
that native women are treated badly, like slaves when in reality they were doing
their share. It must be remembered that they were not Victorian ladies.
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Appendix I: Selected Transcripts of Interviews Conducted in
19?5/76

Record of Interview with Mr. Alexie Simon
by unnamed student under the direction of Mr. Sam Bird. 1976.
In regard to the existence of this reserve, 1 will try to tell you what Iknow of L

There were some people here who were living at Moon light Bay. Some were
from Alexis, the rest from Goose Gull Bay. The reason they selected thÏs area for

a reseive was for food. Toward Goose Guil Bay, there were plenty of berries. It
is now called Bluebeny Hill. Blueberries were one of the foods the Indians ate.
There was plenty of fishing in Wabamun Lake, Johnny Lake and Bad LakeThere was a lot of hunting and trapping besides fishing. for the purpose of
raising children and sunrival.
The Wabamun people were here first. The chi& of these people was Ironhead.

And the other was Bearhead. They related to one anoaier as brothers. They had
fout councillors besides. Their mind for a reserve was set for hem for the same

reason given by the Sharphead Band. The late Pierre Paul's rnother used to tell
us about the history of this reserve. The leaders maiked how much of the area
they wanted to establish as a reserve. They had wanted to include Jdinny

Lake, Bad Lake and have the line on aie east side of these lakes and hit
Saskatchewan River and go west. They also wanted to include Low Water Lake
and Wabamun Lake and hit the line of Highway 16 (present).
At that time the people of Sharphead Band were badly hit by a disease and
some were dying. The rest of the people who were still alive were told by the
white people to leave the resenre. If they didnY bave they would die. The

Indians were afraid. The white people wanted this land, they saw it was good.
Chief Sharphead and two councillors and John Bull and other families started
to move off the reserve.
The people were made up of Crees and some from Morley. My grandfather
lived among the people of Sharphead Band. My grandfatfier was named 'the

killef and in English, Simon. As they moved on they readred Samson Reserve

and Eminskin Reserve. The chief disliked the area, but some of the people
liked k They asked to stay and it was approved by the chief. The rest came
toward Edmonton. There was a Reserve calied Pa-Pas-Chase. Som8 of them
there wem haff-breeds. The elders were related to Sharphead Band members.
The chief disliked the area and started going West and carne to Winterbum
Reserve and Aiexandei Reserve and still had not approved of an area for
settlement He headed Westward and found a Stony trite and liked the area
because of the availability of food. He found plenty of food. I got this story from
my uncle John Bull. Everyone was living a nomadic life. For example, some of
the people were out hunting.
During that time the suweyors arrived to survey the reserve. The oniy man there
was Alexie Cree. (He had another name too, Wabamun- Nat). He was asked
to drag a chah to survey. Alexie Cree cut himseif and couldn't go any further.
He could not show the surveyors the boundaries wanted by the chiefs. When al1
the leaders retumed from hunting they were called to Winterbum which was

where the lndian Agency office was located. The purpose of this meeting was to
name the band. My grandfather, 'Firebag' Paul was a councillor then. About
that time lronhead died. lt was said that he suffered from heart trouble and he
was found dead on a road.
The meeting was held. The lndian Agent told the members that since

Sharphead came to loin the Wabarnun people that he suggested the resenre be

named after him. The councillor Firebag Paul got mad and removed his suit
coat and walked out.
John Bull was present. The lndian Affairs people asked Chief Sharphead to let
Paul have the leadership and the band named after him (Paul Band). Chief
Sharphead was good-headed and being old. approved. He was also asked to
talk to Paul and ask him to put his councillor suit coat badc on. lndian Affairs

accepteci the band name. After the reserve was established, Chief Sharphead

went to visit at Moriey Reserve and died there. Chief Sharphead was buried
there. This is al1 i know about the history of this reserve and the Sharphead
Band.
lntervlew wlth Alexie Simon contlnued

.

recorded by Mr. Sam Blrd.

As far back as 1 can remember for the leadership of this Band, right after Chief
Paul David Bird becarne chief and when Chief Bird died Joe Michel becme
chief. After several years of leadership he was deposed from his position as

chief. Then Firebag Paul becarne chief next. My grandfather was a councillor
with Alexie Paul. My grandfathefs name is Joe Cree.

I remember seeing the people working together. They helped one another for
any kind of work. They retumed help for putting in gardens and grain crops.
There was a lot of ceoperation. After consultations with the chief and cauncil by

the lndian Agent it was declded to build a corduroy road nom of where Uoyd
House presently lives because this was a main tract going to Jack Pine. Just
south of this area, they al1 gathered together and camped there. Some wouid
plow a piece of land with horses. Some would cut trees and rails and wilbws for
the corduroy. They hauled the rails, trees and willows by wagons and cut the
surface dirt or turf into pieces and hauled it and afbr that they used scrapers to
haul loose dirt. The work was done in no tirne.
The women worked together a b , helping each other cooking. I remernber
seeing al1 these people whenever they stopped for lunch or at aie end of the
day. They visited one another. told stories, no gossiping. And ail what they

were getting for the work was bacon, rneat, and flour. 8ut Viey were happy. The
road got finished and was good for a long tirne. It took a lot of courage and
cooperation.

Today it is very hard to live. There are a lot of problerns arising now than ever. I
have heard predictions from our elderly people that a day and time was m h g

that more negotiations would be made by white people to work with them and
live like them. The other prediction was that alcohol privileges would be offered.
The lndians accepted t The lndians became wild like today. There were some
killings, end they had a lot of trouble. But some of the lndian leaders, one of
them was Alexle Agnes, fought against t with the support of his people. They
went up to lndian Affairs Deparnent and presented their cornplaints and they
were accepted. It was stopped and prohibited legally on the lndian Resenration.
But again the liquor privileges were thrown open for everybody. This time the

province made a new law, and the Federal govemment for qua1 nghts. It is so
difficult to get together to cornplain. Nobody wants to talk or listen.
1 have something else to tell about myself. When I was growing up 1 used to

think that I suffered a lot. The suffering 1 came through gave me a lot of courage
in my later life. When 1 was six or seven Iwent with my folks hunting. We used
pack horses. They tied me onto the pack horse. When the horse that I rode on
went through bushes, 1 bumped into branches and sticks and sometimes almost
fell off. Sometimes I would yell. Maybe 1 was suffering but not from sickness.
There was hardly any sickness of any kind, not like today. Sorne of the lndian
people ~tay8din the bush al1 winter. The hardest part of a youngster's fide was
getting up in the momings especially in the winter time. Our parents would cal1

us once, and if we didn't get up, the next cal1 came with cold water on our faces.

So we had to get up right away.
1 never thought I would be sitting like this. I have to eat fike a squirrel. 1 have to

sit on a chair before a table and try to live like a whiteman today. At that tirne
whenever we moved camp, it t d c a day and sometimes something was
forgotten from the old camp. Iwould get sent back to get it, and not only once.
Sometimes Iwould cry walking back and forVi and get back home at night. They
would lecture me. 1 was told that they were trying to make a man out of me and

this was the only way to be brave. 1 was to be willing to do what they asked me

to do at al! times. But 1 am not sony for what 1 came through. Idid leam to be
brave and to be aware. Ileamed to seek for my Iivelihood al1 the time.
Today you canY lecture the young people, because they have already became

alcoholics. fhey W O ~ Ylisten, they argue b a c The lndian lectures were good

and were about Iife-skills, that is what you would cal1them today. The Indian
ceremonies that were held previously such as Sun dances, goose dances,
sweat lodges and other lndian ceremonies, we were lectured to keep up these
ceremonies faithfully and respecffully. Unfortunately, the liquor prideges have
spoiled everything. lnstead of reviving the culture and ceremonies, it is being
forgotten. Ifeel sony about this. Prior to this, the slders were respecteci and of
course they were in the position to be respected at that time and to lecture
young people. They used to say for every ceremony you must keep it hdy for
four days from the end of the ceremony. And blessing will be granted according

to the prayers. This is al1 Ican say and relate to you of the history, what I
personally heard and know.
Copy of a lettet dated June 9, 1975 and signed by Mr. Atexie
Slmon.

There is a serious problem facing native people al1 across Canada. I will
mention this problem among native people conceming mostly Alberta native
people. As we look back a few years, the Provincial Govemment gave liquor
rights to native people of Alberta. This was back in aie year of 1966. Before that

tirne. everyihing seerned to be alright amongst natives. People attended the
churches of their faith, good behaviour was everywhere, respect for each other.
Young people honoured their parents. Since 1966 when liquor rights were
granted to native people, we have lost al1 that I have mentioned
Prior 101 966 as I have already mentioned native people lived the right life the
way that God wanted us to live. But we have lost al1 of b i s happy life that we

once enjoyed. To-day people die by accidents caused by drinking liquor. Young

people are brsaking and entering al1 over, stealing in cottages and everywhere.
People neglect their chüdren. There is paor attendance in school. There are

many dropouts. The Lord gave Commandments that we ought to lhre by. We
native people would lice to llve by this better way. To live on this esrth is to live
by aie Lord's Commandrnents.

The oniy way that we can overcome these problems is to ask al1 ievels of
Govemment in this country to discontinue or cancel oie Liquor rights that was
granted to native people. ln1972 at the Annual General meeting of the lndian
Association of Alberta a resolution was passed &y the Alberta Chiefs and
delegates asking for a cancellation of liquor rights. But there has not been any
repfy in regard to the resolution. We do realize that her White man's ways am
very good in many ways. They have education. religion, recreation which is all
good for everyone. We native people do honestly believe and support al1 the
good things of Me that the White Society provides. But we do n d believe and
cannot suppoR their bad ways that have been brought ont0 us.
Alexie Simon

Record of lntewlew with Mrs. Susan Bearhead of Paul Band
conducted by Mr. Sam Blrd of Paul Band on July 27. 1975.
I em sixty-seven years old. I can only tell what my parents and my auntie, Annie
Ironhead had told me in regards to the establishment of our Reserve. There
were only a group of eight families gathered together. Of this trûbe there were
two brothers who were wnsidered leaders or headmen. One was named

Ironhead, and the other was named Bearhead. They were brothers but they
each had a different fast narne. I would think that they mu& have regiçtered
undet these Indian names.

These leaders and the tribe knew that they were to have a Reserve, and

selected this area for settlernent because Wabamun Lake was good for fishing
and trapping and other means of liielihood. The other smaller kkes such as
Johnny Lake and Bad Lake (Mayatan Lake) were also good for fishing and
trapping. The next potential developrnent they looked et was "timber.' It was
heavily timbered over al1 the area. They realited at that time that the timber was

valuable in many ways such as for housing, logging fur lumber, fimwood,

corrals and posts forf encing. Not too much wire was used at that tirne.
Bearhead died first of the two brothen and later my grandfather, Ironhead, died
alrnost one year after. These two brothers or leaders died befom this Resenre
was actually suweyed and established as a Resewe. My grandrnother and the
other widow and the tribe were approached about the reserve by lndian
Affain,or go to the Alexis Band. My grandmother, Mm. Ironhead, said to lndian
Affain people that her husband had selected this area for a Resenre. 'So 1 wilt
remain here since the reserve is now going to be given. '

A member named Paul became the head man of this tribe. So my grand mother
and the tribe decided to determine the slze of the area for a Reserve, since they
had the oppoltunity to do su,to take as much land as they can when we talked

about the surveying The lndians marked the place and blazed where the lines
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were to be for the surveyors to survey and make the cutlines. So they blazed
and marked from starting East at Johnny Lake to the Saskatchewan and along
the river to the South west corner of the boundary. And corning North bringing h
Low-Water Lake and hit half of Wabamun Lake and hit the present highway 16.
There was no highway at that time but somewhere along that line.
The surveyors came and the surveying took place. One of the members of the
tri-

who helped with the suiveying chopped himself, and couldn't go any

fumer. He couldn? walk the line. So Thomas James, one of the original
members took over from there. He was aie only man available et that time. He
never reached the proper corner blazes. He tumed West and North before even
reaching Low-Water Lake. He also never reached the present highway 16

-

line. This is why the resewe is so small.

Soon afier the Reserve was established there were three things done
immediateiy. 1. lndian Affairs gave cattle to the members of the tribe. 2. The
members selected an erea for gardens. This is at where Willie Rabbit is
presently living on the hill, the only open area with no bush. The whole tribe had
th& gardens there and they also dug a hole on the hill for a root house from

which they took back some of the potatoes back to their log houses. 3.They put
the Railway through aie Reserve. The people did a lot of brushing. I don2 know

what kind of deal they made.

The people here had quite a few head of cattle. Even my father had quite a few.
I cant tell a lie. You must have seen it yourselves, the yards they had with
corrals and fences and bams. Same thing with rny auntie. Annie Ironhead. She
had corrals and fences and bams where I am living now. Some of these
families didnY go out hunting because they had stock to look after and haying to
do. There were a lot of sloughs, they cut hay by hand scythe and made coils,
they cut rails and peeled them, they pushed two rails under the hay coils and
lifted up the stack by hand. They lived off of thsir gardens and cattle.

%me families went out hunting and made a lot of dry meat and pemmican for
their winter use. But in the faIl and spring they el1went out trapping al1 ovei the
area of Stony Plain. There were hardly any settlements at that time. When they
got fur, they had to go to Stony Plain to seIl it. They got theh groceries there too.
The only transportation was by horses and train. I remember the people starting

to fami, they helped one another.
Some of the people from Alexis came back and joined the membership of this

tribe. So this made quite a few families altogether and made a difference in
population, comparing to when they first took the setîlement.
The members of Sharphead Band were dying off from sickness. There were a

lot of people there, approximately five hundred. Just a few were left. So some
went to Morley and some went to Hobbema. And the rest of them came here

and joined the membership. Later on some more mernbers came f r m
Alexander Reserve and those are the House families and Bumstick families.
One of the interesting things that happened is that the rnembers of Sharphead
Band brought the church bel1here and it is still used here yet. My father was a
member of the Sharphead Band.
In the past our older people used to tell us that the white people will be
crowding the lndian people. and we would have no place to go, to live our

nomadic life of hunting and trapping. The white people will have no sympathy
for us and the time will corne that we will be suffering for food. This is true today.
You can't klll any wildlife or game of any kind on the famiers' propefty.
As far as Iam concemed it was a better life before Vian now. The older people

at that time were respected and looked up to, and they respected themsehres
too, not like today the young people have lost respect for the old people. Some

of the young people try to make a fool out of the old people over the pension
cheques. Yoo will find many things different at that time. Homes were respectecl,
and they welcomed one another to visit. There was no hatred or gouip, they

loved one another. One of the reasons for this is, most of them or I shouid say al1
of them had what aiey used to cal1 in the Stony language. Meâïïine Bags and
other spiritual objects they believed in, hanging in every home. The ledures

and beliefs for this was that you couldnY Say anything bad in the presence of
these objects. But the sad part, aie white people bought these things for the
museurns and they are gone. When the people and children got sick. they
helped each other.
I have also seen other ceremonies, such as the Smoking Ceremony. This was

held once a year and usually in the faIl* And the sun dance. the first one Ihave

seen was the one Joshua Sautteaux's father put up. ilwas nice, highiy
respected. The most interesthg part to see was when they were bringing in the
tree. They used homes and ropes. People were al1 dressed in lndian Costumes

and the horses were decorated. They looked pretty.
I was a small girl thaï time and I remember al1 this, and a few years later. things

changed drastically. some of the people started drinking. They went to Stony
Plain to get liquor, Viey made a lot of noise when coming home. We used to

ninaway and hide in the bush and sornetimes we would sleep in the bush. And
there was a lot of gambling going on.

My father received a letter from Morley,and told us that there was a man who
had recehred blessing and been granted knowledge about the Great Spirit. This

man was Hector Crawler from Morley, Alberta. Prior to this, everything was
going wrong. People were drinking quite heavy and men and women were
fighting. My father told my mother that he will go and see this man. So he went I
believe he stayed one week And when he came back, it was a wonderhil news
and marvellous of how he spoke about this man.
He started explaining to the people and later he invlted this man and held
prayer meetings. A lot of people changed to a good life and they started thinking

about living again. This man sure helped this Band a lot in a short period of

the- -.Men I am talking about good livhg, respected homes, respeded Elders,

a! that t hie when the people wanted to do some woik. such as plowing for
gardens. grain, building fences, carmis or threshing grain, the men helped each
other and retumed the help. They trusted each other. Same thing with the
wwnen for coddng for men, they helped each other. Nobody paid any one.
There was a # of co-operation in every way.
As far as I remember, when they had dances @ow-wow) the people used to

have a good tirne, especially the special Days üke Christmas, New Yeats,
Easter. They had feasts in those days also. This is al1 i can tell. I have told you
what I larow, and what I have been told.

Susan Bearhead
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